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EVERYBODY WORKED HARD

WILL BE A REAL SHOW

Martin’s Here Comes Miss Collins To Camden-Rockport Lions To

Talk and Eagerly Await

THREE CENTS A COPT

STORY OF THE KETTLES

Present Splendid Entertainment Tuesday Night
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And Annual Methodist Fair Was a Success Every Way—
Christmas Decorations

The short wave boys who belong bo
the Knox County Amateur Wireless
Association are discussing little else
thon their highly successful meeting
of Thursday night, when they had as
guest speaker D. Martin of Martin's
Radio Laboratory in Newcastle. With
him came H. M. (Hotwire) Castner,
the vigilant town cop. who was play-

(" The Central Maine Power Company
The Camden-Rocxport Lions Club
Success crowned the efforts of the Joining her hearers to "read more of
has recently added to its staff a home- has
for several
years
given
Methodist women in their annual Harold Vinal." Mrs. Sanborn was
lighting specialist, and with head- generously to local retie! work and
heard with much pleasure, her fine
fair on Wednesday despite the un
. quarters in Rockland she has come this year the need is even greater.
4 pianistic art heard altogether too
kind mood of the weather man. little in her home city. Her encore,
The big dance and entertainment
••*
first to the Eastern Division to see
—
The sunshine of life Is made -•
Those
who braved the elements felt played with feeling, was Tune from
that
the
company
’
s
patrons
get
the
which,
by
the
way,
will
be
in
the
The Salvation Army Christmas kettles made their appearance
— up of very little beams, that are •••
j repaid in the splendid array of County Derry, arr. by Percy Grain
nature of a floor show, is the' way
this
morning
and
will
silently
seek
the
public's
favor
until
the
end
of
bright all the time —Aiken.
most efficient and economical results
•••
the club has taken to raise some of)
articles on sale, in the bountiful sup ger. The quartet numbers were given
the Christmas season. The very little they desire from you is what
jg *♦**♦*•♦•••• ^* •»•*♦•••••••••••••••• *•• ••• <01
from the money they turn into the the money needed to carry on this 1
few rannot afford to give, and please remember what it all means—
per and in the excellent entertain with finish, the Old English cycle
j
TIIE HOLY GRAIL
Central Maine till.
splendid work. The entertainment
Christmas dinners for those who will otherwise go without; and
ment given as the final feature.
numbers being particularly pleasing.
I ing with wireless telegraphy when
winter relief should there be a surplus. The Salvation Army will have
Assigned to this important task is will bring a group of favorite stars '
The Christmas spirit was reflected Mrs. Berry accompanied in her usual
"Grail" is a word meaning cup or most of the members of the Knox Miss Eulalia Collins, an attractive from Camden and nearby towns.
no solicitors making a house to house canvass; your aid will be given
in the decorations—red' and green artistic manner.
platter. Originally, lt was supposed
voluntarily to the kettles presided over in cold and storm, by shivering
They are going to use the balcony
| streamers of crepe paper hung
Ushers for the concert were Miss
j County club were learning their Bangor young woman wno graduated
to be a miraculous chalice made of a
!.?n jincls. Ensign Hand says that many needy families were pro
of the Opera House entirely for j
I artistically on the walls from a Madlene Rogers, Misses Marguerite
A
Bs.
It
was
the
first
time
in
14
from
the
University
of
Maine
last
single precious stone with many mag
vided with Christmas dinners last year, and that present indications
spectators, and are only going to |
moulding a few inches from the cell and Donna deRochemont. and Miss
ic properties including that of pro- years that he had attended an ama- June, and who since that time, has
fo nt to a need of a great many more.
'
charge
25
cents
for
those
seats,
so
|
ing and caught in fan shape at Inter- Louise Dolliver, in their dalnt.y evelonglng life. Stories have been writ- i feur wireless meeting, and it goes been employed by the corporation as
i it is expected that the balcony will
vals Graceful festoons filled in the ning gowns adding color to the scene,
ten around it and as it came down to without saying that he got a great “home service girl."
spaces between the fans. Evergreen! The fair committees were:
be
filled
io
its
capacity
on
next
Her
duties
as
home-lighting
spe,
us through the ages the story was hand.
| trees filled thc corners simply decked
General chairman, Mrs. Lena ie
In the course of the evening coffee, cialist will be in connection with the Tuesday night. Sandwiches and
changed and added to until the Holy
I
in
tinsel,
and
on
each
table
was
a
Rochemont.
new
field
opened
by
the
Central
J
coffee
will
be
on
sale
during
thc
Orail has come to mean the cup used doughnuts and special radio club cake
miniature Christmas tree with tin-1 Decorations: Mrs. Edith Tweedie.
Maine Power Company, and will find evening prepared by that wonderful
by Jesus at the Last Supper. Search were served.
sel
decorations. The white cloths Mrs. Mae Gregory, Mrs. Anah Oay,
her
on
the
local
territory
from
one
to
coffee
maker,
Finlay
Calder,
Mr. Martin's address, which was to
for the Orail was the chief object'of
of
the
supper tables were banded Mrs. Esther Dolliver. Mrs. Thelma
three
months.
It
will
be
her
duty
to
Lester
Merrithew
of
MorriU.
be
the
first
of
a
series,
was
entitled
the mythical Knights of the Round
I with red ribbon. The effect was Stanley, Mrs. Evelyn Orcutt, Mrs.
Table, but of course they never found "Short Wave Radio Fundamentals.” assist the home-maker in deriving the "The Will Rogers of the East,” will
lovely, though restricted to simplicity. Margaret Philbrook, Harold Phll
lt. Wagner, the German composer, He described the basic principles of best poss ble results irom the electric introduce all ot the entertainers and
Ohms
law
and
criticised
the
average
power
Ior
which
she
is
paying.
How
he
will
appear
in
an
act
of
his
own
The grabs were shown In an brook and Stanley Oay.
made use of this legend ln both hls
Ice cream and Ready-Jell: Mrs. Ida
! unique way this year—wrapped gailv
operas, Parfsifal and Lo' .engrin. Rel amateur for not availing himself to a to save money in the use of fixtures Don't miss hearing him if you want a
' and hung on a large Christmas tree Simmons, Mrs. Louise Gammon,
ics are in existence today, including greater extent of the principles which and bulbs will be explained, and tt. real honest to goodness laugh.
j in one corner. The waitresses car Mrs. Lena Oraves, Mrs. Susie Karl.
the Chalice o." Antioch recently exhi it embodies, and which would greatly may be stated right here that the; Going back again into successful
Children's table: Mrs. Ruth Hoch,
ried on the Christmas idea by wearbited ln Chicago, thought to be aid him. Another feature of his talk service is entirely free to everybody. shows of the past, one remembers
the two little sweethearts who pulled |
ing green crepe paper aprons banded Mrs. Mary Annts, Mrs Vlncic Clark.
the original Orail but none of them was an explanation of the basic prin It has no strings attached to it.
Miss Colllrs stresses the conserva the heartstrings of the large audi- ■
ciples of radio tube circuits.
with red.
j Mrs. Blanche Witham, Mrs. Leona
can be proved authentic.
There was an attendance of 18, and tion of eyesight, point ng out what ences of the American Legion Show
This program was presented In the 1 Whitehill..
each member feels deeply grateful to everybody should know that the ratio with their dancing. The little but |
evening under the direction of Mrs. I Christmas greens: Mrs. Margaret
OPENING OE
Mr Martin for his val table and illu of eye trouble increases with age. She extremeiy ciever tots. Marylyn Davis
Kathleen Marston, with Marshall Philbrook. Mrs. Mac Gregory, Mr-.
minating talk. Only a radio amateur aso stresses the necessity of more of Lincolnville Beach and BeverlyLeila Worrey. Mrs. Margaret RackBradford as master of ceremonies:
can appreciate the importance of hav light for sewing than for reading.
Bowden of Rockland, both are pup.ls
Quartet The Snow
Edward Elgar nffe. Mrs. Gladys Studley.
I Hear a Thrush At Eve
Cadntau
_ ,
_
AT
Tne above is merely a hint as to of Miss Doris Heald. and they will
ing an opportunity to listen to a radio
The Miller's Wooing
Eaton Fanning
Aprons: Mrs. Evelyn Orcutt, Mrs
engineer who has the ability pos what the home-makers will learn do a group of clever dances under the j
Helen Wentworth. Mrs Marston, Ivy
rh.„. Mrs
Anah Oav
Mrs
The Georges River Woolen Mills in W’arrtn, whirl) have been operated Mrs.Almon
Richardson. Mr Bradford
Ivv Chatto,
Chatto. Mrs.
Mrs Anah
Allan Gay.
Ody. Mrs.
sessed by Mr. Martin. Everybody is from Miss Coll ns. and they should | direction of Miss Heaid.
by Ma-.-aehieetts part ew, paa-ed into thc o-.vner.ship ot the lessees this Readings The Duel ..
Eugene Rtley j^nny Dow. Mrs. Rose Gardner. Mrs.
| ‘
The Peach
__ _____
Eugene
_________
Riley I
'
looking forward to the second taut lose no time in ava ling themselves
Oppos'te Rankin Block
A newcomer charming, attractive I week and are now controlled by a cor poration of that name, .lames Mc
Joan Bernisn
i Ethel Richards.
in this series, the date of which wiu of this fine opportunity which is be and popular Miss Roberta Smith of | Dougall and Lionel Jelous, whose pri rnl residence is Warren, are prcsl- Contralto—My Heart at Thy Dear Voice
Utility: Mrs. Thelma Stanley. Mrs.
Mon., Wed., Fri., Sat.
'
from Samson et Delilah, 8alnt-Saens
be announced in The Courier-Ga ing offered free.
Mrs Nettle Frost
Belfast will appear in a novelty sons j dent and treasurer, respectively, and they, together with Bernard Goldline
Esther
Dolliver. Mrs. Harriet Ellis.
AND SATURDAY AFTERNOON
Reading—Art II. The King* Henchman
zette. Anybody interested ln ama
GOOD FLOOR
GOOD Ml'SK
Edna 8t. Vincent Millay Mrs. Annie Eaton. Mrs Winnie Stanand dance act, accompanied by her J of Boston, and Francis S. Haswell of Natick constitute the board of direc
teur radio will be welcome at this
Florence Dean
.
tors. George W. Walker of Warren is vice president. Alice K. McDougall Organ andMiss
SAME OLD PRICES
talented mother Mrs. Ellen Smith.
plana- Allegro from 8onata ley, Mrs. Vesta Stewart, Mrs. Milmeeting.
Dick Martz and Howard Anderson I is clerk. The mill is now operating day and night, with 120 operatives on
Mrv F»uhro Berry and Mr, "Settle"* dred Achorn, Mrs. Harriet Miles. Min.
: are going to make an even bigger the payroll.
Averill
. . „
I May Chase. Miss Louise Dolliver,
Tenor and contralto duets—Passage 1
hit this time with an entirely new
Bird’s Farewell
Hlldarh Miss Ruth Marston.
S"O OUr.MOU,lt‘'n’ ,rO,n '“vTrtl1 Candy: Mrs. Lena Stevens. Miss
I act.
Harold Greene. Mrs. Marianne Bullard
v.tlJ. Rritt Mrs. Minnie Spinney,
Believing
that,
the
general
public
;
A
Readings—The House With Nobody In I:
at SOUTH HOPE
desires
to
keep
in
touch
with
thc
1
Joyce
Kilmer
|
Mrs. Elizabeth Passons
A
Portrait by a Neighbor
Stan Walsh’s Orchestra
Five and Ten: Mrs. Laura Burwell
advances and accomplishments if j Unpopular Fishing Act Of Last Legislature Having its
Edna St. Vincent Millay
A Bus
Sea Born ..... ..........
Harold A. Vinal Miss Faith Lurvey, Mlss Marguerite
service as usral—tegular lowour younger musicians, it has been
Song ot Life
Sequel At Special Session
price
Mr?, Ruth EUingwood
arranged to have such a program for
deRochemont.
PRACTICAL USEFUL DELIGHTFUL
Plano—Caprice Bspagnol
Mo.zkow.kl
No Dance Tonight or Saturday
this dance. Leroy Moon ot RockHousehold: Miss Minnie Smith.
Mrs Ruth E Sanborn
Nights
Hereafter
Abounding in (tool cheer and rare to be
Quartet*—From Old Engl Ith Cycle
r \n act repealing the ice fl/hing
"Be
It
further
resolved
that
tne
port
and
Norman
Marriner
of
Cam

Mrs.
Minnie Miles, Mrs. Eunice
H
Lane
Wilson
147
’
lt
wl re~civ«d are our <hrtvA»rvs Basket*.
The Quartet
den, who were selected from laws of 1931 has been presented at Commissioner of Inland Fisheries and I
Winslow. Mrs. Alice Kennedy. Mrs
Ina-much as artistic assembly requires
time ard attontion. kindly place orders
Mrs. Berry accompanied,
hundreds of boys in New England the special session of legislature and Game is hereby authorized, with the
Asenath Achorn. Mrs. Annie Loth
early.
Baskets carefully packed and
Little Joan again charmed her rop. Mrs. Etta Covel. Mrs. Mary
hearing has been ordered for next advice and consent of the Advisory
to
broadcast
from
WHDH
in
Boston
shipped to anv destinat on. Mail orders 1
last Saturday, will play. Leroy will Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock. In Council to ffsiie rules and regulations, hearers and responded with another Perry Rich. Mrs. Winnie Stanley,
filled.
X
plaj’ the same solo he rendered this connection the following resolve opening or closing, any waters to of Field's popular poems—"Little Mrs. Martha Koster, Mrs. Carrie
TUESDAY NIGHT
fishing for any kind of fish during Boy Blue." Mrs. Frost's rich voice Winchenbaugh, Mrs. Cates. Mrs.
CARINI’S
over that station and Norman and was presented:
CUSHING GRANGE IIALL
“Emergency Preamble. Whereas, such time and under such conditions was at its best, and her encore was Elura Hamlin. Mrs. Clara Staples.
FRUIT AND CANDY SHOP
Prize Dances
Refreshment* ht will play the duet. Vere Crocket!
147’lt
Ro?kland
Opp. Strand Theatre
son of Lion Roland P. Crockett, the Inhabitants of the 8tate of Maine as may be deemed ln the best Interest "The Little Hills are Calling" by Miss Lena Conary, Miss Elizabeth
another talented young man, will are seriously affected by the financial of the stocking plan of the depart Morris. Miss Dean appeared to ad- ! Breadon.
j depression and are in destitute cir ment of Inland Fisheries and Game. vantage, as did Mr. Oreene and Mrs.
Supper: Mrs. Minnie Rogers, Mrs.
play a trombone solo.
This resolve shall not be construed Bullard In their duet*, their voices | glia Lurvey. Mrs. Annie Hanscom.
The last act of the floor show will, cumstances. and,
"Whereas, if the inhabitants of the to repeal any of the provisions ol blending admirably. Thc organ and i Mrs. Orace Lurvey. Mrs Carrie Winbring to Camden a real find. Tony
Accardi of Rockland, a crooner of State of Maine could fish in thc in Section 4. chapter 33 ol the Revised piano number wa* greatly enjoyed, chenbaugh. Mrs. Ivy Chatto. Mrs W.
DAILY TRIPS BY BUS
land waters they could obtain tooa Statutes as amended, but shall be in Mrs Berry and Mrs. Averill playing q Wlggin, Mrs. McGuire, Mrs.
7.30 A. M. and 1.40 P. M
popular songs and can he croon
and thus relieve thc danger of starva addition thereto.
$4.00 One Way; $7.20 Round Trip
483 MAIN ST.. NEXT HOTEL ROCKLAND
with a sympathetic bond that al- ! Florence Young.
This boy was discovered in the sho*
"C.n-crg ncy Clause In view of the ways sets them aside as particularly
tion, and,
Railroad Responsthil ty
Dining room: Miss Madlene Rogers.
"Heads
Up"
recently
staged
in
DAWSON’S ALE and PILSNER’S BEER
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel.
"Whereas, in the Judgment of tne emergency stated in the preamble. enJoyabI<, Mrs Enlngwood's numSANDWICHES
STEWS
LIGHT LUNCHES
CIGARETTES
Mrs. Minerva Small.
Thomadon where he made a big hit
Chisholm Bros., Hotel Rockland
charmlngly
an
Legislature these facts create an this resolve shall take effect when
147’lt
and Thorndike Hotel, Rockland:
Hostesses: Mrs. C. E Brooks. Mrs
Since then he has been in constant
emergency within tie meaning of Sec. approved.
informal
manner,
prefacing
each
B. L. Davis. Warren, and McDon
Rebecca Ingraham. Mrs. Essie Day,
demand by a great many organiza
A pamphlet is in circulation among . .
...
. , ,
16 of Article 31 of the constitution oi
alds Drug Stote, Thonnston.
*
I short poem with a brief bit about ,I Mrs. Annie Ludwick. Mrs. Annie
tions for private entertainment, In Maine and require the following legis- i thc ‘m
..
.
me mbers containing a list ol ..
MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.
Sl"'S*‘d
cluding the local. No foolin', he will lation as immediately necessary for ponds which the Department of In- theh°r' ”rS
TEL. 92
99-tf
thrill and entertain you.
the preservation of the public peace, land Fisheries and Game desires to ^‘cutariy Harold Vlnals poem, j Entertainment: Mrs. Ruth ElUngMusic will be furnished ny health, and safety, r.ow therelorc, open Immediately to fishing. The statlng that Mr. Vinal who was born wood, Mrs. Kathleen Marston, Mrs.
at Vinalhaven enjoys an enviable ' Laura Buswcll. Mrs. Shirley Rollins,
Clarence Fish and his six Lions Club be it:
Knox County list contains Crystal j
------------------------------------- CPtT- Rollickers. The price of admission
"Resolved: That the Commissioner . Lake Washington- Fish andMans- I rrputA,lon 60111 as a P001 and crlUc Mta» Madlene Rogers. Miss Elizabeth
and |ln thls country and abroad' and en‘ Hagar.
has purposely been kept down to an of Inland Fisheries an J Game is field Ponds. Hope; Grassy'
extremely low figure for such a big hereby directed to issue a rule and Maces ponds, Rockport; and North
attraction. The entertainment star:1 regulation opening to fishing lor ar.d South ponds, Warren.
promptly at 8 45 and the entire show pickerel, hornpout, Jtellow perch, cels,
Thc Lincoln County list includes
will be put on before intermission chubs and cusk. at all times, such Burns Pond. North Waldoboro:
Specialize on Chimes and French
between dances.
Former Governor William T. Cobb that position. I therefore tender by
ponds as arc not being stocked with Duckpuddle and Kaler’s ponds. Wal
Clocks
game fish and do not contain trout, doboro; and Longfellow pond. White- , has tendered hls resignation as a resignation as a trustee, herewith,
All Work Guaranteed
public library trustee, asking for lm- and respectfully ask that the same
field.
togue or salmon.
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
mediate acceptance. Hts letter to be given acceptance Immediately. I
Jeweler
Now Located at
Mayor Richardson and mejnbers of am grateful to the city officials who
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STOKE
the Board of Aldermen, received this 1 have honored me with so many sucShows at 2 P. M. and 7.30 P. M.
404 Main Street
Rockland
mornlng follows:
1 cessive elections, also gratful to all
Featuring—
"After a continuous service of of my associates on the board for
Emergency work which is being un- , thc shippers that Joseph Leopold will
dertaken in New York city will find get additional work at Vinalhaven. more than 30 years as a member of their unfailing co-operation In the
reflected prosperity in Knox County the St. George Orunitc Company will thc board of trustee* of the Rockland work of making thc Public Library
get a slice at Wildcat, and the Booth Public Library I wish to be relieved a real factor ln the educational and
granite circles.
At. Clark Island John C Meehan Bros Ac Hurilcane Isle Granite Com of the responsibilities attached to cultural life of our city."
& Sons will put 170 paving cutters to pany will have an opportunity to ship
SMART UNION GIRL
work Monday bringing his force up to some of its blocks nlrcady cut at Long
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
summer-time dimensions, about 260 Cove.
Annie Mae Rhodes of Union, a
I neres a nice little Christmas tang
in all.
It I had to live my Ute again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
—IN—
The contract ts so divided among to that news.
graduate of U H.S. '33, now a student and listen to some music at least once a
week. The loss of these taates la a loss
at Eastern State Normal School. Cas of
happiness—Charles Darwin
the real goods, and everybody knows tine, Maine, was one of the four stu
THE NEXT SMOKER
about Tete—what a glutton he is tor
AT THE CHURCH GATE
dents on the Junior honor roll for the
Although I enter not,
Leather Pushers and Mat giving and taking punishment. Thia first hall of thc fall semester. She
Yet round about the spot
bout will be no necking party.
Thc Legion asks More and Larger Contributions of
Ofttlmes I hover;
Maulers To Be At Legion
And near the sacred gate.
New Dual Carburetion System
The Pine Tree Express is on Its way was honored by receiving the highest
Foodstuffs than ever before because the need is Far
With longing eyes I wait.
Hall Tuesday Night
Expectant of her.
to Rockland, bearing Walter Rey rank in her class, and also by receiv
Greater!
nolds, one of the smartest 127 pound ing A's in six of her eight subjects.
The minster bell tolls out
New Clear Vision Ventilation
Because the Kickapoo wili be at sea packages ever found on a Christmas
Above the city’s rout.
ADMISSION:
She was the only one in the Science
And nense and humming;
next Tuesday it was necessary for tree. Opposed to nim next Tuesday
They’ve hushed the minster bell;
class to receive an A. (A—94-100).
The
organ ’gins to swell;
FOODSTUFFS IN ANY QUANTITY
1Mew Appearance and Appointments
Matchmaker Hamlin to nna a new night will be the Belfast puncher
She’B coming, coming!
145’147
wrestling’ opponent lor Alston Mac Rookie Wright, and what a right
My lady comes at last.
THE MISSING MALLARDS
Timid and stepping fast.
iy iw rw tw »w tv/tw tv/iY/»wfi»/Syt
Farland of Union, and it will certain he has.
And hastening hither.
The other boxing bouts arc: Flash
ly please the fans to know that the
With modest eyes downcast.
Tenant's Harbor sportsmen who
She comes,—she's here, she's past’
man selected is Ken Wlggin. Ken ts Miller of Thomaston vs. Young Co
May Heaven go with her!
won lots of Mallard ducks at Charles
an all-around athlete and can stand coran of thc same town; John BoardKneel
undisturbed, fair saint!
more grief than a professional man and Young Freeman of Rock Stone's game shoot at Port Clyde were
Pour out your praise or plaint
Meekly
and duly;
mourner. There'll be no fake about land; Edwai'd Childs and Percy dismayed to find that all of them had
I will not enter there.
RANGE AND FUEL OIL
To sully your pure prayer
Porter of Rockland—this last bout disappeared over night. They had
that match.
With thoughts unruly.
And what shall be said about that being for the hundred pound cham flown back to their erstwhile owner's
CLEAN BURNING
PROMPT DELIVERY
But
suffer me to pace
pionship
of
Knox
County.
main boxing bout between Ted Libby
Round the forbidden place.
pen—90 percent of them, at least.
ECONOMICAL
Lingering a minute.
Bill
Vinal
and
Hts
Hill
Billie
Vaga

of
Thomaston
and
Tete
Whittier
of
Authorized Ford Sales and Service
Like outcast spirits, who wait.
Rockport? Over Montpelier way bonds will open the show and have There's many a slip twixt the duck
And see. through heaven s gate.
Phone Camden 2560—Rockland 1251
Angels within It.
and the lip.
139-tf
they say this 168-pound Libby boy is everybody on hls toes.
—William Makepeace Thackeray.

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP

ROLLER SKATING

Ocean View Ballroom

DANCE

Every Thursday

Christmas Gift Baskets

TO REPEAL ICE LAWS

s
I
1

Old Fashioned Dance

AA

BOSTON

TOM S SANDWICH SHOP

FOURTH ANNUAL

LEGION FOOD SHOW
STRAND THEATRE
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 10

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

MR. COBB’S RESIGNATION

READ THE AOS

S'we.'Wloneq

MIE VEST

cnor1 UQ
Mli ru/
tW rUni) Vo

“NIGHT AFTER NIGHT”

FOR 1934

C. F. SMITH

F IREPROOF GARAGE
SALES CO.

BE SURE TO SEE THE

PAVING CUTTERS GET BUSY

*>«<»

JASON O. PACKARD

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-T1MES-A-WEEK________

Every-Other-Day
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Page Two
Death of Venerable Rockville

THE LEGION WANTS YOU TO AID

ABOUT GIL PATTEN
Camden’s

Prolific

ROCKVILLE

Author j -Rev. George F. Currier, Baptist

pastor in Rockport, is planning to
Writes His Autobiography
Let your conversation be without
Man Who Had Very Busy
1 hold services here in the Baptist
covetousness; and be content with
I
Which is in Printer's Hands
Career At Sea and Ashore
Church beginning tomorrow. There
Next Sunday the American Legion wiU put on its annual picture
such things as ye have.—Heb. 13:5.
show for the benefit of the needy. There will be two performances, I
will be but one service this Sunday at
The
New
York
Evening
Post
pubJason O Packard one of the oldest
at 2 03 p. m. and at 7.30 p. m. in Strand Theatre. The picture ls | Urhes a department devoted to "the 2 o'clock with Sunday school. It is
WORKS OF MENDELSSOHN
and best known residents of Rockville
"Night After Night." featuring Mae West.
present condition ot past headliners hoped that aU the young people ol
Program Of Yesterday's Meeting Of died Tuesday morning. His demise
Each year the local Post of the American Legion has tried to help
in the news" and the issue of Dec. the village will be present to organize
Rubinstein Club — Two Valuable marked the severing of a happy do
the unfortunate at Christmas time. This has been done by giving a
2 was devoted to our Camden author, claries and to make preparations for
picture show. The admission charged ls anything in the line of
Members Lost
mestic partnership which had existGilbert Patten. It reads:
a Christmas concert. Beginning with
articles of food or fuel.
"Gilbert Patten, the 'Burt L. Dec. 17 preaching service will be held
The RubinsteiT^b had 35 mem- I
more than 66 years. Funeral servThe Legion has found places for seven to twelve tons of these
Standish' who launched a thousand a[ o o’clock, followed by Sunday
bers present yesterday The holiday Ices were held at the residence
articles received from these pictures each year. This year the local
ana more Frank Merriwell stories, we schOol at 3 o'clock.
spirit was reflected in the simple I Thursday afternoon, many old neighPost could dispose of 25 tons. Be one to help raise this amount.
found at Lee Chumley's in the village
the aeath of Jason O. Packard
decorations of evergreen branches ' bors and members of the organizaHe comes down from his apartment which occurred Tuesday morning, at
and red berries in a birch bark , lions to which he belonged being in
at 183d street two or three times a the ags cr 83 years, Rockville has lost
holder.
attendance. Mrs. Cross sang "Benuweek to see his best friend, Chumley, one of jts oldest residents. With the
WALDOBORO
A silent tribute was paid to the Uful
°I Somewhere and SomeCAMDEN
and eat there, to kibitz a few chess exception of a few years when he
memories of Mrs Clara Spear of this tlnie We H Understand. _The Scar
Charles
H.
Lilly
and
Mrs.
Isabelle
|
games,
and maybe play one. Six feet lived in Rockland, he spent his life
Mrs.
Oscar
H.
Emery
of
Bar
Harbor
city, and Mrs. Mary Luce of Thom- ers were Charles Leach. Fred Lerch, is the guest of her sister, Miss M. E. Boothby have teen visiting Mr. and tall and crowned with a splendid. time at the Packard homestead on the
Charles
E.
Gregory
and
H.
N
Brazier.
aston, who died this week. Both
Mrs. Fred Lilly in HaLowell.
wavy crest of white hair, he is a pic- hili. Mr and Mrs. Mont Packard ot
Burial was in the Rockville cemetery. Bartlett.
were long and valued members >f
Lloyd Benner of Rockland has been ture of right living, right thinking, Hull, Mass., and H B Richmond cl
Mrs. Harry Hooper entertained the
Essentially a farmer for many
the club, Mrs. Spear having been one
- —
Atlantic City came to attend the
years, Mr Packard was nevertheless Friday Reading Club this week. Mrs. appointed manager of the local office
of the organizers. Mrs. Faith G.
of the Central Maine Power Company
1 funeral.
Zelma M. Dwinal was reader.
Berry announced the gift of music
Mr. and Mrs. Russell, parents of
Mrs. Lizzie Burgess entertained the and will move his family here.
and a music cabinet from Mrs.
Miss Laura Whitcomb has been at
Mrs. Oscar Carroll, have moved from
W.C.T.U Friday afternoon.
Spear's effects, the cabinet having
West Rockport and arc keeping house
Regular meeting of Maiden Cliff home from Portland a few days.
Mr. and Mrs Clifford Swanson and
in the upper tenement of Oscar Car
belonged at one time to Mrs. Furbish,
Rebekah lodge Wednesday evening.
roll's house,
a past president.
Following the meeting, there will be son of Waltham, Mass., have been
guests of Mrs. Swanson's father. Fred
The program was in charge of Mrs.
a Christmas program.
NORTH WARREN
Maryon Benner, with Felix Bar
Mrs Charles C. Wood entertained Jackson.
J T. Gay and J. H. Miller were fh
the Philathea class Friday evening.
tholdy Mendelssohn as her subject.
Colby Post spent the Tiianksgiving
The Camden-Rockport Lions Club Boston Wednesday and Thursday at (
Her paper was very well written and
holiday
at the home of his mother,
a
meeting
of
Ford
agents.
are
sponsoring
a
vaudeville
show
and
presented in an interesting manner.
Mrs. Riida Post.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter S'.urrock of
dar.ee to be held In the Opera House
The numbers, all from the works of
Clifford Robinson, Colby Post and
oa Tuesday evening, and the proceeds Providence. R. I., have been passing
Mendelssohn, all splendidly given,
Donald Mank attended the turkey
a
few
days
with
Mrs.
Nellie
Overlook.
will
be
used
for
Lhe
needy
children
were:
.hoot at Brodie McDonald's on
Mrs. Verna Little and son Malcolm
of Camden.
Vocal duet—On Wings of Song
Jason O- Packard,
Thanksgiving day. Colby was a.win
Mrs Katherine Veazie, Mrs. Gladys
On Dec. 31. Miss Florice Quimby. have been in Nobleboro. guest of rela
Morgan
brought sorrow to
ner. bringing homc a turkey.
R N , will assume the position of Dis tives.
Plano—Consolation
Miss Irene Young
Countv homes
White Oak Grange elected the fol
Mrs.
Theresa
Keene
is
in
Thomas

trict
Nurse
at
Camden.
Mrs.
Dorothy
Mezzo-soprano—O Rest In the Lord
ton, where she will pass several weeks and an t^t so-t of thing. His lowing officers for the next year:
lrom "The Elijah"
,-------------------- -------------------------------------- ' Green having resigned.
Mrs. Loreta Bicknell
i
...
Plano duo—Nocturne from "Midsummer's J familiar With the tang of the sea, lor
Monday and Tuesday at the with her sister, Mrs. Abbie Mont-! wholesome laugh would fit an Episco- Master, Lloyd Jameson; overseer,
Night's Dream
in
his
younger
days
he
made
many
comique
Theatre the attraction will' gomery.
1 pal bishop; his 180 pounds of bone Donald Mank; lecturer. Iza Mank;
Miss Caroline Littlefield. Mrs. Berry
Violin and piano—Andante lrom Violin voyages to ports on the Atlantic be "Her First Mate," featuring Zazu
Jack Benner, who is employed in and sjnew (we have read our Merri- steward, Vernon Mank; secretary,
MtssI'&tther Morse, violin; Miss Adeiia coast and in the West Indies. He also Pitts and Slim Summerville; Wednes Boston. has been at home a few days wejj> too) SUggest the trained athlete
Morse, piano
had a knock at carpentering and as day, Paul Robeson in "Emperor
Mr. and Mrs H. P. Mason have whose white hair is for purity, not
Soprano—Spring Song
Mrs. Damie Gardner
been recent visitors of relatives in age.
foreman for a local firm of building Jones."
Plano—Spinning Song
contractors superintended the coni "Asked his age, for indeed it does
Miss Edna Gregory
Miss Marceline Conley of Bates Nobkboro.
G. O. Winslow and Mrs. Thomas G
many years since we were all
kU^’Rmh Lawre'nJr Mr* 0^7 scariatt struction of some of Knox County's College and three classmates, were
Accompanists were Mrs. Berry, finest residences.
recent guests of her parents. Captain Kuhn were in Portland to attend the following Frank Merriwell through
SEA
Patten grew sly. "All I will
Mrs. Lilian S. Copping and Mrs.
He left this vocation about 35 years and Mrs. R. L. Conley, Central street. runeral services of Mrs. Kuhn s yaie
admit to” he said, "is between 60 and
Averill.
ag0 and until his retirement from They also visited at York Island with cousin. Austin Wellman.
Otto Kummich of West New York. 65 The trouble is, if editors think
There will be a guest evening Dec active work a few years ago bent his Miss Conley's grandparents. Mr. and
N. J., has been guest of his fiancee i-m oider they'll get an idea I'm out
22. in charge of Mrs. Ethel Thomas energies to the cultivation of the 80- Mrs James Conley
touch with the youth of today.’
Sezak. Her subject will be "The acre farm which is one of Knox Coun- j work commenced yesterday on the Miss Elizabeth Weston, at the home
Music of Spain.” Each member may ty's beauty spots. Since his retire- new concrete bridge at Washington of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. H He snorted heartily. "I have written
Weston.
j an autobiography, though, in which
invite one guest, those on the pro ment the farm has been ably man- and Mechanic street,
Miss Audrey Wyman was at home [ ten the truth about it, and to hell
, The firemen were called about 5
gram or committees to invite two aged by his son Karl.
Mr. Packard was a Mason and o'clock Thursday night for a chimney from Everett, Mass., for the holiday a-fth editors.'
guests. Mrs. Kathleen Marston iu member of Penobscot View Grange, j flre in the residence of J W Ingraand weekend.
j “This autobiography is already in
charge of decorations will be assisted being on the building committee of 1 ham. Wood street,
Eugene Cunningham of Jefferson the hands of publishers, but the bad
by Mrs. Edna French and Miss
times, plus the notorious timidity of
the latter organization when the new
Annual inspection of Seaside Chap- has been guest of friends in town.
Clemice Blackington.
Stephen A. Jones and Miss Helen publishers in ail the worthiest cases.
hall was erected. He was a member ter, OKS., on Monday evening. A
of the Free Baptist Church.
! banquet will be served at 6.30 The Jonfs have been visiting Mr. and Mrs have caused them to postpone inThe WC.T.U. met yesterday with
Mrs. Packard prior to marriage was inspecting officer will be Worthy Albert Riley in South Portland.
definitely the date of publication.
Mrs. Alden Ulmer. The program, with
Mrs. Celia Gross has been at home mj- patten deprecates this and points
Arethusa Studley. and was also a na- Grand Matron Ethel M. Hilton of
the subject of "Americanization" was
tive of Rockport The house in which Skowhegan.
from Lowell, where she is teaching, to his reprint of an article by George
led by Miss Florence Hastings.
they have so long resided was built.
The ladies of the Baptist Society- a few days.
Jean Nathan in the American MerArticles read were "A Russian Wom
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hatch anc cury of September, 1925. calling for a
in 1831, by Mr. Packard's grandfather, will hold an all-day session at the
an's Experience." by Mrs. Emily Sher whose vision of the future surely con- ' vestry on W’ednesday of next week,
children of Sanford have been guests nfe of Burt Standish, if still alive, as
man; "Christian Americanization
of Mr and Mrs. Fred W Scott.
I prcof Of a demand which is often
tained no .nkling that one day it I picnic dinner at noon.
Work on New York's East Side." Mrs.
Miss Beryl Davis was at home from | renewed within his hearing In the
would be lighted by electricity and
Regular
meeting
of
Arey-Heal
Post.
Ada Ripley; "America's Gates Ajar,"
contain the comforts which the pres A. L. Tuesday evening. Following Kent's Hill for the holiday and week- ; meantime he is writing his first scriMrs Kate Brawn. A musical numtoeT
ent period finds there.
ous novel “a semi-modern work with
the meeting, a social will be enjoyed cnd.
"O Columbia." was given by Mrs.
Mr Packard on the threshold of the and refreshments served
Miss Mona Jones, a student at Oak sentiment in it, but not sentimenClara Emery, who also read an article
90s was still young in spirit, enjoyed
Grove Seminary, Vassalboro, passed tallsm.' He has written so much it's
from the Christian Herald entitled
the holiday with Mr. and Mrs. J H. easy for him, and he's revealed so
company and was a delightful enter
NORTH HAVEN
"Allied Youth and the Temperance
tainer. A few years ago he spent
Miller.
little of himself that he's loaded for
Eertram
E
Smith.
Federal
game
Movement." Miss Hastings read a
some weeks in Atlantic City, and had warden, is in North Haven for a few
bear."
letter from Mrs. May Lawrence, State
since recalled it as one of the happiest days in connection with the Widow's
STRAND THEATRE
director of Americanization work.
WITHTHE BOWLERS
experiences of his career. His long Island project.
The feature Monday is “After To
Refreshments were served by the
life was filled with kind deeds, and
The Ladies' Guild held Its annual night," with Constance Bennett and
Lions 4, Kents 1
hostess.
he went to his last resting place Christmas sale Thursday afternoon Gilbert Rowland.
Th; Lions crept back into the lime
mourned by thc hundreds who knew in Library Hall.
The feature for Tuesday is 'One light Wednesday night by defeating
Horace R. Booth formerly of Rock- Wm inUmaU|y
Man's Journey," starring Lionel Bar Kents Service 55 pins. The sensation
The
Grange
has
an
initiation
of
land, a sophomore at Brown UnlverHfi
rymore. It tells the dramatic story of the evening was Al Jones' string of
several members Saturday night.
sity, has been awarded a Henry
A Qf M<>
Monday
morning
seven
men
went
of a country physician who achieves 144, serving to give him high total
Wheaton scholarship for the current mcnt o{
to work on the school house grounds tt u; greatness through what the by a wide margin, and putting the
academic year. Booth is a graduate
Qn [he homcstead
under the C.W.A.
world is wont to call failure. This maned critters decidedly on the map.
of the Rockland High School. Henry
Friends
of
Alice
Nutt
will
be
pleased
country
doctor role is rated one of The summary:
Wheaton Scholarships, awarded to
SPRUCE HEAD
to know her activities in the Eliza- the most sympathetic ever played by
Lions—Nutt 245, Larcomb 217,
students of high academic distinction,
are named by Brown University in
------I bcth' N J church she
1 Barrymore. He is seen as a doctor Black 246. Elliot 266. Jones 312, total
Men are demanding bet
honor of Henry Wheaton of theClass
Mrs Mary Maker « VCTy 1:5 at th( cholr’ u a student in the teacher who returns to practice in the rural 1283.
ter fitting
of 1802 United Statesminister
to ilome oI her dauShter Mrs L- C. training class, active in the young ' community where he was born.
Kents—Laid 237. Ayiward 238. Mppeople’s society, and missionary work. Through the years he devotes his i Kinney 256, Clark 268. Fitzgerald 259.
Pru&sia from 1837 to 1846, and in his Elwell.
Mrs.
Clarence
Carr
has
returned
to
i
The
church ls very cordial and home- . whole life to the service of others, a : to.al 1228.
day the leading American authority
So Arrow devised the
Sim’s Shop 4, Merchants 1
Rcckport after spending the weekend ( like. She reports seeing Jtannette ' patient, plodding healer. Opportunion international law.
Migota. It’s shaped
lit
Th; Simmies took four of the live
with Mrs Charles Carr
Crcckett and the fine work she is do- ties for study and the realization of
thc boJv—
Stanley Simmons has returncd ,
her hospital training.
his dearest ambitions arise, but he re- points from th; Merchants Thursday
A membership meeting of the Knox
Sunday morning the pastor Rev fuses them rather than forsake the night. Gray had high, single, but
County Fish and Game Association 1 home for the winter from Seal Island ...
.
will be held at Martinsville Grange where lie has been lobstering during * F Hui? Wl11 prtach upon the 4Ub" , humble folk who have COme t0 depend W1Uis led hlm a slnjle point for hlgtl
If P‘. "T*hp
T’hinrrc''
Ject
“The Price of ’Things,"
with linnn
upon him
him. T*ho
The rlimdY
climax ebnti'C
shows the ob- fnfa]
total. Trip
The cummarv
summary:
hall next Tuesday night, and accord- the summer,
mixed chorus choir of 16 voices. The j .'cure "failure" winning a spectacular - Sims Shop—Sprowl 266, Sim 263.
ing to "Doc" Conley the entertainment
Howe Elwell has finished his sea Sunday school meets at 10. At 6.30 ' battle with death after the greatest;
Fisher 248. Willis 288. Berliawski 263.
ls going to be good. Ted Johnson will son's fishing at the Wooden Ball and
comes the young people's meeting. At ' modern surgeons and physicians 1 total 1328.
“Cut Down the Old Pine Tree," the will occupy a part of the E. V. Shea
7.30 the pastor gives the third in the I have failed, and receiving besides,
Merchants — Rubinstein 218, R
quart?t will present song hits from house during the winter, formerly
series of illustrated addresses. "The ! the recognition which comes with Perry 257. Margeson 255, Marshall
Broadway, "Shorty” Reed will be occupied by L. C. Elwell.
Old West.” This is a picture that outstanding achievement. Romantic 283, Gray 287. total 1300.
hypnotized by Mile. Jeanne d'Arc.
Mr. and Mrs. George Elwell have touches the home life in its heart- ! interest figures importantly in the
The Camden-Rockport Lions de
"An' this ain't all, either,” the notice returned to their home in Vinalhaven
feated
the Rockland Lions 1349 to
gripping
sentiments.
The
orchestra
story,
ar.d
the
drama
is
said
to
be
says.
after being holiday guests of Capt. of eight pieces with piano will play spiced with considerable droll humor. 1284 at the Reereatlcn alleys last
Freeman Elwell.
night. Can they tak£ it?
Sunday night.
J—adv.
The planes of the Maine Air Trans
Clifford Elwell has moved his fam
port, Inc , are being overhauled at
Port Washington, L. I., in anticipa ily from Glen street Rockland on
tion of spring operations. One will White Head.
Mrs. Cassie McLeod has gone to
be available for charter work around
April 1, and the regular run will start Boston for the winter, where she will
sometime in May. depending upon ^e Suest of her daughters,
business conditions and traffic here
Congratulations are extended to
in Penobscot Bay. Contrary to what Mr. and Mrs. Harold Simmons of
the owners believe to toe malicious 1 Hopkinton, Mass., who were married
rumors the company is in good finan- in Nashua, N. H April 2nd. Mrs.
cial condition.
j Simmons was Miss Frances Dobson of
-----------j Lynn, and niece of Mrs Stanley Sim-4
The Belfast Journal devotes half a ' mons.. Mr. Simmons is a grandson
Ail styles—lined or unlined.
column of its valuable space in the of Mr. and<Mrs. Merrill Simmons and
current issue to asking why Rockland eon of Ray Simmons Both are well
Pig, Dccr, Buck, Cape.
High is refusing to play Crosby High known here as they have spent many
at basketball this season. "Rockland summers visiting relatives.
The
Scared" is the heading of the screed,' marriage was kept secret until this
which the Belfast sports editor j week when the bride completed her
hastens to say was not written by any training as nurse at lhe Melros; Hosmember of Crosby High School or the pital.
faculty.
- ----------------- —-----------------------------

Your Old Tubes
TESTED FREE
Old worn-out tubes
cause poor recep
tion. Bring in voitr
tubes
for
FREE
TESTING! No ob
ligation.

PHILCO

RADIO TUBES
AT AMAZING SAVINGS
Reg. Price

Type

01A
26
7IA
27
45
47

Sale Price

.60
.65
.75
.70
.75
1.30

.39
39
.49
.49
.49
.69

All other types at correspondingly low prices.
Rejuvenate your old radio by installing a new set

of Tubes.

All sales for Cttsh only.

No free delivery

or home installing at these "Less Than Cost” prices.
Sale positively ends at I 0 P. M. Saturday, Dec. 16.

HOUSE-SHERMAN,
442 Main Street.

INC.
Rockland, Me.

Al’THOBIZED I'lllUO DEALERS
AT THE BROOK
OPEN EVENINGS
146-147
Alma Jamtson; treasurer Fred Jame- | Mrs. Lester Mank called on Mrs
ten; chaplain, Emma Kalloch; assist- Charles Mank Wednesday.
ant steward, Carl Gray; Ceres. Grace
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Mank spent the
Jameson; Pomona. Inez Stratton; holiday with their daughter in Union.
Floia, Maud Gray; LAS., Bemys
Roy Harrington who has been liv
Jameson; gate keeper. W. L. Oracle; ing in this vicinity has moved to the
executive committee, J. O. Jameson.1 village

y

Bi-Swing Pant', is the
smart thing in

SHIRTS

SUITS
Have a da'h and smartncs you don't often see.
Two pants.

$2.00

$2.50 up

It is reported on good authority
that another dividend on Security
Trust Company holdings is to be
made between now and Christmas.
That’s a pleasant shock which lots
of folks would be able to survive.

$35.00
RADIO COATS
$5.00 $7.50

LOUNGING ROBES
$5.00 $10.00
NECKWEAR
65c to $1.50
Select them here where a man would
shop himself

Here's thc neweit thing in
luggage—

VAL-PAC

LEATHER
NOVELTIES

It holds two s uits, Shirts, Pa
jama:, Hose, eta., and causes
nary a wrinkle.

$8.50

GREGOR Y f S

ROD THE
Refinements in the design of the radiator and hood and more luxurious Interiors feature the appearance of the
new Ford V-8 for 1934. The de luxe Tudor is shown above. Dual down draft carburetion and dual intake

THJY RENEWS

manifold givo the engine greater power, the car increased pickup and speed. A dear-vision body ventilation

•^Stem also is Introduced in the new Fordfc

-551
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Every-Other-Day
The American Legion
TALK OF THE TOWN meets
Monday evening.

Auxiliary

NOTED ORGANIST COMING

IN THE
CHURCHES

COSlINO NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
The Junior Auxiliary of the
Dec. 9 — Olencove — Llmerock Valley
Pomona at Penobscot View Orange hall. American Legion meets Tuesday aft
Dec 12—Camden—Lions Club charity trnoon after school at Legion hall
benefit show at opera house.
_____
Dec. 13—Ray Pierce, the singing artist
at Methodist Church.
A.
S.
Peterson
was in Augusta
Dec. 13 — Washington — Ladles Guild
Christmas fair at Orange hall.
Thursday to attend a meeting of thc
Dec. 14—Rockport-rFred A. Norwood
w b c. Christmas fair at o. a. r hall, . executive committee or the Maine
Dec. 14—Rockport—Christmas sale at
Association Against the Sales Tax.
the Baptist vestry.
Dec. 14—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men s League I Note change).
Dec 14-15—Waldoboro—"The Deacon | The Knox County Ministerial As
Slips." presented at Medomak hall, bene sociation meets Monday forenoon at
fit of Waldoboro Band
Dec. 16—St. John BaptlBt Christmas the Universalist vestry, followed' by
fair. Thomaston.
Dec. 19-21—Pruning and thinning noon dinner.
demonstrations In Knox and Lincoln
Counties.
Mrs. Blanche Morton will be in
Dec. 21 (4.40 p. m l—Winter begins.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day
charge of the supper at Legion hall
Jun. 1—New Year's Day.
Jan 6—Naval Academy examinations tenifeht from 5 to 7, under the ausat Rockland postoffice.

ST. GEORGE CHURCHES
' tian?” This sermon follows the one
THE ARMY’S DRIVE
j of last week on “The Origin of the
------Name ‘Christian'." At the Tuesday Some More Figures Concern Tenant's Harbor and Wiley Corner
evening prayer meeting the devo;
tRe Good
the gaj. In keeping with Universal Bible
Sunday the morning topic in
tionai topic will be “Thy will be
e
vationists Do
each of these churches will be “The
1 done,' this being the fifth study in
t.he series on "The Lord's Prayer." The local Salvation Army has pre Light Shineth in Darkness,” the sub
ject suggested by the American Bible
Tire text will be "Believe.’ Much in
sented to the public its aims, its Society. Bible School at the usual
terest and a growing attendance are,
j characterizing the work of this work' lts ne€ds A sUtemcnt has hours in each church. The pastor
church. A glad had awaits all who I been given of its welfare and charit-1 will speak in the Wiley Corner
attend its services.
I able work; also the character build-1 Church at 7> subject, Your First
Love." The members of the newly
ing of its young people. Now we are
At the I ittiefieirt Memorial Gnur-h I
"
"*
'
I
organized
Christian
X is X X at W110 — ‘
““ °f lhe
! wm furnish
music Endeavor
The 6 15 Society
service

Leonard M. Dearden of St. Oeorge age of 6 with his sister, a New Engpreside at the organ of Pratt j 'alld Conservatory of Music graduate
Memorial Church tomorrow. He will Later studies were undertaken with F
Addison Porter, the founder of the
be remembered as the organist, who
j Conservatory pianoforte teaching
i system. He also studied music at the
Con-crvclcry with Homer Humphrey
and Mr. Dunham, and later enrolled
in Dr. Davidson’s famous music class
at Harvard University. Mr. Dearden
1 has had the benefit of excellent
training combined with several years
o'clock and a preaching service al,and rell8‘ous work' Jesus
u « the Harbor will be combined with
of experience at the consoles of large
10.30 when the pastor will take for the potter and we, the Salvation the 7 service, which will be an illusI church and theatre organs in import- j
his subject. “Paul's letter to the Army are the clay. Thc power of,lratcd lecture, "Central Philippine
ant, cities of the East.
church at Rome." Thc choir will God purposes to minister to the great.Spi aks Io1 Husi.f, undu tin dine
During the World War he served in j
. _
, _
tion of thc Christian Endeavor Sothe
1st
Division
for
two
years.
While
sing an anthem and Frank Oregon , mafsea of people who would never [c,
and
teh
1 pices of the American Legion Aux- ,
Overseas he played several instru
’mnVkx* . will
will sing
citin' a
n [h
,
•'ar the gospf_, o(
- chrlM
_ . .
.. .
v
*
i lliary.
and Mormon
Norman rCrocke'
,f_
WEATHER
vited.
Take
Bibles
to the mid-week
ments in the band. Mr. Dearden has '
Check up on ycur radiators tonight
j duet- Junior churit meets at 10.30
not go out into the highways and by services.
[ accompanied Tibbetts, Jeritza, Farrar,
because there are going to be freezing I Mrs. Susie Lamb will be hostess to
j also under the direct.jn of Miss Olive
SERMONETTE
thej
Fales
Circle.
Ladies
of
the
<:
A.R.,
Walter
Smith,
trumpeter,
and
many
j Bragg and Mrs. Lima Barter; Sun- ways.
temperatures, according to
Long Cove
| other musicians of renown. He gave
weather broadcast. Partiy clearing Wednesdy at 1.30, remaining for supday school at 11.45 with classes for One of the religious activities of the
Servants
At St. George's Church (Episco
1
two
recitals
in
the
great
Festhall
in
skies after a winter rainstorm are j per. The evening will be given over
Simple, dignified and beautiful j al lages; Y P.C.U. at 6 15 led by Miss Salvation Army is its street meetings. pal), Rev. E. O. Kenyon, pastor.
[Coblenz, Germany, and has played : are the salutations of the apostles j Blanche Gray and intermediate
quite apt to be followed by colder to a public card party.
Time will not permit to tell of some j gunday services will be vespers and
' piano with Leo Retsman's fine orches- 1
weather, which is responsible for the
------in their letters to the early Chris I Christian Endeavor at 6 15 led by of the wonderful work accomplished ’ sermon at 7 p. m. All are welcome,
tra at the Hotel Brunswick, Boston.
old adage that there is always someOeorge Kennedy, who was recenttians. The great epistle to the I Miss Ercell Simmons. At 7.15 there thiough thc simple and yet attractive
Mr. Dearden has been in ill health !
thing to take the joy ouVof life. But ly arrested on a serious charge made
will be an ail request program
Romans begins in this manner:
THE SPEECH READERS
and is in Maine seeking to regain his
music and song and the simple gos_____
cheer up, customers, the days will' by a young girl, has been sent to
Paul, a servant of Jesus Christ, opened with a big sing. The musical
soon be‘lengthening, and it's only 1«| the State Ho'spital in Augusta for delighted a large audience at a Thom- trength and vigor. Rockland is to’
pel
brought
to
the
people
through
i
q-j
le
Speech
Readers Club met
called to be an apostle, separated numbers requested are a solo, "In
days to Christmas.
observation, following an examina- «uion concert a few months ago by his be congratulated on having such an
the garden," by Mrs. Lima Barter; a this kind of service. Thousands Thursday. Mrs Flora Lovejoy, chairtion by local physicians
I taler'.ed
taIer‘ed musicianship.
j accomplished mus.clan residing in its 1 unto the gospel of God: To all
that be in Rome, beloved of God. xylophone solo, by Miss Vivian cverywhere have had their eyes man oj iSeWing reported six pairs of
He began the study of piano at thc J vicinity.
The regular session of Rockland
Chaples; a duct by Mrs. Christine opened and have been turned from matens completed. Plans were made
called to be saints.
Lodge. B.PO.E. will be held next
Edgar McBrine will shortly open
Dorman and Mrs. Grace Fish, en darkness into light, and from the
Paul,
an
apostle
of
Jesus
Christ
Tuesday night, with supper at 6.30.
The much discussed price paid lor
Eighty-two adults were registered
for a Christmas party to take place
a barber shop on Main street two
“No disappointment in power of Satan unto God that they
by the will of God, and Timothy titled.
Alaska was $7,200,000, in gold, the in the night school under federal
on
Thursday. Dec. 21, and these com
Register of Deeds Albert Winslow I doors south of Park street. Mr. Me- purch;tse of 1867
our brother, unto the Church of Heaven;" a male quartet giving “The might receive forgiveness of sins.
aid Wednesday, 30 of these being in
mittees
were appointed: Tree, Mrs.
was in Augusta Wednesday on busi- Brine was formery employed at Al's i
‘
J____
church
in
the
Wildwood."
and
a
solo
God which is at Corinth.
Below is a statement of some of the
the navigation class conducted by
Frank Hewett; decorations, Miss Hope
ness connected with his department, j barber shop, and is better known to
pussy willows picked in the IngraPaul and Silvanus and Timo- with guitar accompaniment by Miss Spiritual and Evangelistic work:
Capt. L. A. Crockett who enjoys an
the whisker-raising public as "Mac.” |lam field by Geneva Brazier and
theus. unto the Church of the Olive Bragg; Mrs. L G. Perry will
Street services held, 96; inside serv Greenhalgh, Mrs. Marguerite Mucenviable
reputation in that line. The
Dr. Granville C. Shib.cs of West
_____
Lucy Thompson ornament the pussy
Thessalonians: Grace be unto tell the story. "The white elephant" ices held. 250; attendance at street Alman and Mrs Freeman F* Bfown;
increase in registration, from 51 to
brook, formerly of Rockport has been
and the plstor will answer the ques services (outsiders). 5789; attendance
These jurors have been drawn for willow editor's desk.
you.
refreshments, Mrs. Lovejoy, Mrs.
82. is most gratifying to Supt Toner
appointed member of the board of the February term of Knox County
Simon Peter, a servant and an tion. “Will we know our loved ones at inside services, 7500; Salvationists
be~dance at South who has worked untiringly to gam
Mary
Veazie and Mrs. Elizabeth
osteopathic examination and regis Superior Court: Clarence E. Barnard.
There will be no uancc at aouui
... „ ,, *
in heaven?" Monday evening the attending street services, 2100; Salva
apostle of Jesus Christ, to them
4 Chestnut street. Winnifred S ' Hope tonight as th? Saturday night jthls ^ral project for Rockland.
Haines.
TT»e remainder of tne after
tration.
that have obtained like precious Boy Scouts meet in the vestry. tionists attending inside services,
noon was spent in cards and games.
Leighton, 89 Talbot avenue, Sumner dances have been discontinued. A
Tuesday
evening
at
7.30
is
the
regu

2989;
people
accepting
Christ
in
street
faith with us through the right
The splendid welfare work institu
The Sunshine Society will meet S Waldron 11 Ocean street, and Fred dance will be given every Thursday
Bridge honors were won by Miss Olive
eousness of God and our Saviour lar praise and prayer meeting. On and inside services. 89.
ted
the Boys' and Girls' Service
Monday afternoon with Mrs. Austin
Gilchrist and Mrs. Lovejoy. In Flinch
E. Leach. 27 Rockland street.
night hereafter.
Wednesday evening the Ladies' Aid
These figures do not include street
Jesus Christ.
Club by Mrs. Jennie Allen Wilson con
Smith, Orace street. This will be a
by Miss Dorothy Ames of North Ha
James, a servant of God and of will meet with Mrs. Christine Dor meetings and services held In Cam ven and in anagrams by Mrs Oussie
Tom Anastasio has opened a sand tinues. Through the generosity ot
social meeting, mem'^rs to take their
man. Llmerock street, and on Thurs den, Belfast, and other surrounding
Those who follow the football for wich shop in the Studley building M. B Perry a ton of coal has been
the Lord Jesus Christ, to the
own work.
Achorn. Re.reshments presided over
tunes of Bowdoin Collge were inter next south of Hotel Rockland. Horace presented, by means of which it ls
twelve tribes which are .scattered day evening is the monthly meeting towns
by Mbs Gilchrist featured a festive
of the Sunday school teachers in the
The new City Government will or ested in yesterday s news despatches Perry and Bud Flsh€r serve u chefs possible to heat the club room estab
abroad, greeting.
birthday cake to observe the birthday
hour. It is their meeting which
ganize the first Monday in January. which stated that Coach Bowser will Jn addl.lon to Hght, luncnes Tom lished thc past summer and which f
Always stating who the writer vestry.
ct Mrs. J. C. Hill, one of the most
opens at 6 o'clock. The people's eve valued members.
Mayor-elect Thurston's self ap be replaced next year. Uneasy lies £erves Daw£On's Ale and Pilsner's j had to be discontinued whencold
was with the salutation to the ones
The second sermon in the series ning service will open at 7.15 with
j weather set in. Thisclubroom is
addressed. Reminding these early
pointed advisers are busy fixing up the head of the college coach who Btej.
does not have a winning team.
_____
j more valuable at the present Ume
Christians that they were but the on. "God's Gracious Gifts," will be the prelude and singspiration, asIS AWARDED PENSION
his slate of city officials.
All Legionnaires are asked to report than ever before, as many members of j servants of their divine Master given at the First Baptist Church j sisted by the organ and piano. The |
George W. Wheeler of the Perry's
at Strand Theatre Sunday, Dec. 10. at: the club are Purchase street school, Jesus Christ. They called Him Sunday morning. The subject will i choir will sing, “All ot Thee." Vin-1 A pension of $17.50 a week, oneHEARING ON LOBSTERS
Market staff has a five-dollar bill
be. “Ood's Written Gift.' This ser- cent. The first of the "Youth Spe- j half of hls present salary, was voted
_____
I l o'clock. Wear Legion hats, if you pupils who are having an enforced
Master and so He was. They were
Knox County men who are in- .! have them. Your help is very neces- [ vacation due to the federal repairs
issued by the Shipbuilders' Bank of
mon is in recognition of Universal cials” will be given at this hour. Herbert L. Thomas, officer at the
great Christians because first they
Rocklu-nd 90 years ago; also a 50cent
Bible Sunday. The choir selection Margaret Rogers will sing. "Samuel'j | State prison, by Oov. Louis J. Brann
terested in the lobster Indus- ■ sary to put the food drive across. J now underway. Here books, games
were great servants.
piece coined 101 years ago.
Monday
night
at
Legion
hall
there
will
and
magazines
are
provided
for
the
1
will be. "New every morning is the Call,” Sullivan. Mr. MacDonald will and the executive council yesterday,
try are hereby reminded that the *
William A. Holman.
love," Boullard. “I know of a Book." give his second sermon in the series Thomas has been a state employe
committee on Sea and Shore j be a supper for the workers at 6 young folks, so that their leisure time
"On the Inside in Augusta" is the .
o'clock and a good supper is promised may be used to advantage, and not
Harkness, will be sung as a duet. on “Men of Victory' at this service,! more than 20 years.
Fisheries will give a hearing at
At
the
Congregational
Church
to

topic which will engage the attention
_______________
------without entertainment. Friends are morrow morning Mr. Rounds will An ever-growing church school with the subject being, "The man with j
its rooms in the State House next
of th; Knickerbocker Konference at
The postcards and calendars bear- once more remlnded that glfts 0,
classes
for
men.
women,
boys
and
girls
Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock
the
despised
task,
or
Called
by
thc
I
New
bargain
basement now open at
I preach on the subject “Undetected
Glover's store Sunday, high noon.
ing
a handsome view of the High i tx>oks and“ magazines are
alwavs wel- i
.
__
The happy prayer and , Huston-Tuttle's. Cards, seals, wrapto consider an art relating to
School hmldinS now beine sold bv
are a.ways wei
e£.. Sunday School at noon. The will meet at the noon hour. The I Highest”
Representative L. A. Walker will re
School Duuaing now oeing boia
come and appreciated. If unable to
measurements of lobsters.
Christian Endeavorers ofler a good praise meeting will be held on Tues-I ping paper and many other articles
port his Observations and the usual
students are attracting considerable mak<? dellvery
per£On Mll ,Mrs Comrades Of the Way will meet in place to young people to spend an | day evening at 7.15.
| low in price.
147-150
the
vestry
at
6.30
o'clock.
open forum will follow. If you are a
attention. Edwin R. Edwards Jr., dc- wllson 1M5_M and she w,n arrange
man you are invited.
The monthly meeting of the BPW signed the view in pen and ink. He ! to have them ca^ for.
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal'
________ __
„ , » .. , . .
Club took place Thursday evening at appar ntly lias inherited the fine |
Rev.
E. O Kenyon, rector, services for
Fred L. Linekins paper on The
_
»«!.-„»
mnd hqshv umrr a
SALVATION ARMY WEEKEND
the home of Mrs. Exxy Perry. Plans taIcnt
hls grand-daddj, Henry A.
tomorrow will be appropriate for the
Safetj' Factor in Motoring" was the
Howard
were made to hold a public card
Saturday evening, street service. Second Sunday in \dvent: Holy Com
high light of yesterday's Rotary
party Tuesday evening at Mrs
.
,
....
7.30,
inside Christian Praise ServiceThis special communication is re- I
oenicc. munion at 7.30; Church School at
Club meeting, a practical discussion I
of a vital Problem. Mr Linekln was Perry'S home' wlth Play t0 be8ir' ceived from Knox Lodge. I.OO.F. ’ P(' ™ J>rC„aChlng by Ensi«n
9.30; Choral Eucharist and sermon at
at 8
"For the convenience of those brothers °plc;
Cause fOT Orea*r
10 30; vespers at 4.30.
called out of the city at the last
• • • •
'
who are planning to attend the cere- ,ng' ^r‘ ay'J® a'm" Sunday School
minute to the paper was read by
greeted monies of the Initiatory degree Mon- eat*ei Si <r Shaw, 11 a. m< Holiness
Enthusiastic audiences
At First Church of Christ ScicnArthur L. Orne.
_____
"Climbing Roses.' the annual senior day night It is requested that as far
“ice' scrmon t0Pic, "God's Provi- tist. corner of Cedar and Brewster
Mrs. Belle Frost of this city has class play. The splendid work of the as possible ail brothers be at the had; ' ’°n For His Children; 6.30 p. m.. streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
been appointed matron at the State young players so ably coached by by 7.15. The seat'ir.g capacity is limit- ,/:^1Sfp'opIe's servlce: 7 45 evange- an(i the subject ol theLesson-SerPrison—an official required by law Miss Dorothy Parker, teacher of pub- cd to 300.All are invited, but come j *"lr ' cr'lce' 8°°^ music, and
a very mon tomorrow will be "God the Prewhen there are women prisoners. At uc Speaicing. merits a more detailed early.”
..qC a~ nU'SSage by Ensign Hand, server of Man." Sunday School is at
present there ls but one. Mrs. Frost account which will appear in Tues------j "C
lng °f,d WiU Not 1)0 ”
11.45. Wednesday evening testimony
is the wife of Eugene Frost, a past day s issue
My My How the weeks roll
meeting is at 7.30. The reading room
BORN
around. Here we are again telling
matron of Golden Rod Chapter. OEJ5.
is located at 400 Main street, and is
you about the nice things Strand j
open week days from 2 until 5 p. m
. and is exceptionally qualified for her
The most important meeting in the
Theatre offers for next week. Mon- .
duties.
.history of the Rockland Chamber cf day. Constance Bennett in "After To- GMAr^Vu,Vy%Urtant.C^dlugmeJ4rMam?
_ ....’ __ Rev. George H. Welch at the Uni
E. E. Roderick, deputy cornmis-***™"™
hfld Thursday
Jean.
/ vcrsalist Church will have as the sub
sloner of education will be speaker at'night at Temple hall with supper at night;" Tuesday. Lionel Barrymore B^.aNnTO
in “One Mans Journey;" Wednesday
Ver
BoW
A»ie
ject of hls £Prmon
the monthly meeting of the Parent- 8 88 « *
a11 tested citi- and Thursday. Jann Gaynor andi
Camden,. . daughter. Mane
t
w[1|
£jng
„Te
Dcum..
Teachcr Association Monday evening
and business and professional
and the session will decide if the B^Th^r-'klSa^’Xn^eJ T M^Viirs^rcK' MN%?o'r “ Schneclter and
Hear
V°‘Ce'
• at 7 30 at the high school aud.torium. __
--------~
—
I+
r. iuiaiaa tiar\t>
dauahtpr
A««i„
ayior, a vnitb
TLang.
ana nbnr/»b
.Qrbnnl
will
mpp
Edith
Church
School
will
meet
He will have a message of vital im- ^ber is to continue, the matter
ln „My Weakncss;..
Mr
at
noon,
also
th;
adult
woman
’
s
class
portance. Entertainment features wifi ° owcnn8 ueac ' ne ^upper cos gaturday Mary Brian and Bruce
yndu^rA ^enneth Nel’°t>. « daughter,
be provided by pup.ls from the Me- * 85
and ** committee will
Qf g.
g
..
Oeorge
6
Mr at Mrs. E. F. Glover's home. Y.P.C.U. '
Lain school.
begin its canvass Monday. No per------and Mr, Emo ^eTa’J.ugt’er.‘Kas 4t 5 p m. The week's activities in
clude; A meeting of the Knox Coun
son will be urged to buy but a genThe monthly meeting of the Par- j
° ga
Ray Pierce, singing crayon artist. cra‘ attcndance is imperative if the er.t-Tcacher Association takes place "'camde^Der 6'to MjH’an’d’Mr^jSlper ty Ministerial Association at the ves- [
try Monday forenoon, with noon din
Monday evening alt 7.30 at the High ' , J" McKenney a son.
and company, will be presented at Chamber is to be retained.
..
. , lash—At Friendship, Dec. 6. to Mr and ner; Chapin Class Tuesday evening
School auditorium. It promises to be ! Mrs Robert Lash, a son.
the Methodist Church Wednesday
I Leslie Cross, commander of An- of more than ordinary Interest, as ARMSTRONG—At Richardson House. with Miss Ellen J Cochran; Mission
evening under the auspices of the
Brookline. Mass. Dec. 5. to Mr nnd Circle Wednesday at the home of
Mrs Fcrdlnard D Armstrong of Waban.
Ladies' Aid Society. Mr. Pierce who derson Camp, Sons of Union Veter- E E. Roderick, deputy commissioner
Mrs. Welch; also on Wednesday j
Mass
and Friendship, a daughter.
has a most engaging personality puts ane, and these members of the Camp cf education for Maine, will be speak- LE BARON—At St. John's. Mich Dec
circle supper at 6 o'clock followed by
and
Auxiliary
motored
to
Augusta
cr.
He
always
has
a
vital
message,
5.
to
Mr
and
Mrs
Max
Lc
Baron
(Ro

on an unique entertainment. His
berta Willis), a daughter. Ruth Jane a meeting of the Woman's Society.
trained dog plays a prominent part. Thursday night to attend the camp- PupUs from the McLain School will
• « • •
fire
and
rally
—
Mis.
Cross.
Col.
E
K
Present
entertainment
features.
MARRIED
A diverting evening is guaranteed.
"The
Bible"
will be the Sunday
Gould and son Charles, Mr. and Mrs T'^-se meetings are always open to the AMES-YOUNG—At Vinalhaven Dec 6
?.y. L„B- Dyr.
P Clyde Ames and morning sermon topic at the Pratt
The Knox County Community Con- Harold Thomas. Mrs. Sarah Thomas Public, and through the high quality
Miss Ruth Young both of Vinalhaven.
Memorial Church in observance oi
—* *"
of speakers and entertainment should
ter was able through the generosity ■ Rev. and
Mrs. "
H. R. .........................
Winchenbaugh.
Universal Bible Sunday. Leonard
draw
a
full
house
each
time.
DIED
of thes; who contributed to the boxes Mrs Gussie Chase, Mrs. Emma DcugRAYMOND—At Vinalhaven. Dec
5 M. Dearden will preside at the organ.
and others who gave produce, to give lass, Mrs. Millie Coombs. Mrs. Nellie
Henry F. Raymond, aged 58 years. 8
CARD OF THANKS
OUTDOOR decorations of brilliant colored lights are becoming more
The choir will render the anthem.
months. 5 days.
away 60 dinners. The total amount Achorn; also Comrades Philbrick
The committee of Rockport citizens
nnd more of a Christmas custom. Homes vie with each other to make
of money was $40. Mr. Larcombe : and Kelley. Nine attended from thc sponsoring the benefit party held at McKENNEY—At Camden. Dec. 6. Infant "The Lord is my light,” Parker. The
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jasper L Mc
Town hall. Wednesday evening wish to
their home “Christmassy.” Whole communities are doing it. This year
Kenney.
quartet composed of Mrs. Helen
thanks all who helped to make it Camden Camp and Auxiliary. The thank all who aided ln making It a sucjoin the happy throng that gets this extra fun out of Christmas.
GREEN—At Stonington. Dec. 1. Mrs Wentworth, soprano; Mrs. Marianne i
possible for the needy to have a little [ affair was given to stimulate inter- nTscon^ard^'nnd Mcum'sDsho,
Rose E Green ol Isle au Haut. Burial
for
playing
cards.
Rockland;
Rockport
ln Webster. Mass.
extra at Thanksgiving. Community est and revive the long dormant H.
Bullard, alto; Harold Greene, tenor; [
Baptist Church for chairs. Rockport
*>ass, will sing “O
Center services for the weekend: Sat- G. Staples Camp of the Kennebec Hardware Co. for transportation and KHLTaler\Jed°87ayeOari. ^n’ral^ea" and CharIes
Completely Decorated Tree $
*
urday night. 7.30; Sunday. 2.30 Bible Va’Jey. Supper opened the festivities, Fish's Orchestra lor music.
Beechwo«if street fK>m the ho'ne' 26 come 10
heart, Lord Jesus," AmIncluding 20 Lights
w
class; and at 7.30 public meeting. Sub and the new officers of the Augusta
CARD OF THANKS
STETSON—At Portland. Dec 8 Miss i brose. The church school, with
We wish to thank all kind friends
Grace A. Stetson, formerly of Warren, classes fQr aii
erouns meets at
ject, "The Birth of Christianity."
camp were installed by Frank Small who
•
sent floral offerings and did so much
aged 53 years. 8 months. 8 days. Fu- !
Ior au a»e groups, meets at
of Cooper's Mills. There were re- to help in our recent bereavement.
The dealers below will furnish a Christmas Tree, decorate it with 20
neral Monday at 1 o'clock from Warren ' noon and Epworth League at 6.30
Mrs. J. O. Packnrd. Mr and Mrs Karl
Baptist Church.
An amazing offer on radio tubes is marks bj- the department officers, the Packard. C. F. Packard.
colored
lights and connect it to your porch light, or any convenient out
"' m
“ The Glad Gospel Service at
WALTZ—At Warren. Dec. 6. Wesley C 1 P
now being made by House-Sherman,, Grand Army comrades of which there
door outlet at a rental price of $3.
Waltz, aged 71 years. 14 days.
i 745 affords a delightful place to
RESOLUTIONS OE RESPECT
—At Cushing. Dec. 8. John
j
.
Inc., 422 Main street, Rockland. | were seven in the assemblage, and
Whereas. Our Heavenly Father, has JOHNSON
aged 62 years. 4 months. 81 sP®n“ a happy Sunday evening.
Estimates gladly given on more elaborate installations. Stringers in
it wise to again break the gold | Johnson,
which closes Dec. 16. Think of a j by other visitors. Then followed an deemed
days
*--------- ■
from thrSnee^B^larm'cushnig^
005^1 hymBS sln8ln* led by Parkcr
en chain of our Order and take home
cluding lamps may be rented at 5 cents per socket for entire month.
regular CO cent type .01A tube fo;, informal social hour and dancing our beloved sister Marcia Robhins
Worrey and a chorus choir with Mr.
39 cents or a regular 75 cent, type 4o Clarence H Cram, well known in Robbins. Bethel Rcbeknh Lodge, has lost
IN MEMORIAM
i
of
In loving memory of Florence Gath ^earc^en ak
piano, There will
See Any of These Dealers
for only 49 cents. Other types at; Rcckland. presided as general chairaTme^bers of this who died Dec. 10. 1921.
also be special musical numbers.
similar low prices. All sales cash, j men, and saw to it that hosnitalitv Fratt'rn|ty w'-’> ever cherish a loving
What would we give to clasp her
Other features Will give added a re
s,
.<«
ai_
1
is 4 , xx
1 remembrance of our sl.ster.
hand.
ROCKLAND
CAMDEN
No free installing on these less than in capital letters was shown the visitResolved. That we extend our symHer happy face to see.
traction to this service. The pastor.
To
hear
her
voice
and
see
her
smile
cost" prices. Call at once and get 1 tors. It was a most delightful 4>cca- Seeded ^ndheommendndthlm"toO,Htm
That meant so much to me.
Rev. Charles E. Brooks, will use as
Francis Havener
your tubes.
146-149 sion and the Rockland visitors felt who never failed t0 comfort those ln Sunshine passes, shadows fall.
„
,
Robert Davis
his
sermon topic, “What ts a Chris- i
Love's
remembrance
outlives
all:
■_______ _____________ _______ well repaid for the trip made to at 4 ''
" °n
House-Sherman, Inc.
Robert Smith
Resolved.
That as a tribute of respect
And though the years be manv or few
our charter be draped for thirty days,
They are filled with memories dear
j.4...I-.;-4-.S":—5..F4.<"!"F4"F' tend.
that a copy of these resolutions be

Decorate with Colored Lights

q

g ,W- *i,lings

spread on our records and one sent to

of you.

Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Gath and family.
AY PIERCE, Singing Artist
'Trovzxi
__*
11
x
- xi. I the bereaved family; also one sent to
South Hope.
Travel Service to all parts of the | The Courier-Gazette for publication,
anil Company, convulsed his
From our chain a link ls broken,
CARD OE THANKS
audience in Watertown. Meth world. Attractive rates to Bermuda
In the east a star has set.
Living ln a community so few years. 1
But enshrined on memorle’s tablet,
odist Church. WEDNESDAY, and the West Indies. Maurice F. Love
I take this privilege of thanking my
Her true worth we'll ne'er forget.
new found friends who voted for me I
joy, Tel. 1060-J, Masonic Temple,
DECEMBER 13.
Ada Merriam, Bertha Howe, Linda Dec. 4.

;• 4-4-4-4* ❖ 4* 4* 4* 4-4-4* 4-4* ❖ 4« ♦•F ❖

Rockland.
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Percy L. McPhee.

Davis, Committee on Resolutions.

28 James St.

f

1855

1933

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro, Me.
Artistic Memorials in Stone
1223-tf

Rollins & Strong
A. T. Thurston

WALDOBORO
Roland Creamer

br Information at any Central Maine Power Company store.

Page Four
plank, but of course Egg Rock will !
still be dry (except of salt spray). 1
Mr and Mrs. Alton Pinkham. C. G I
| and children Clara and Alton recent| ly spent two weeks’ leave with his
parents His mother accompanied
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
him home from Haverhill. Mass !
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news (rom
While here he tried to get a deer.
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
1 but couldn't seem to make connec- '
] tions. Maybe he had the wrong
timetable." This NRA you know has
Deer Island Thoroughfare
Mr. Roy of Millbridge will be lucky if
changed everything, wouldn't be sur
Not much news at this station now. he gets here for Easter.
prised if it changed our clothes pretty I
A flock of large white Arctic owls
Mrs Frances C. Murphy and children
soon.
Eftie. Harlow and Alice visited her landed here the past week.
Mr and Mrs LawTfnce Pinkham
Tlie pastime here is patchwork
parents over Thanksgiving, coming
and daughter Mary recently spent a
quilts
and
freezing
ice
cream.
Wish

out from town Wednesday afternoon
week at the light while he was re
ing all along the coast, the best of
and returning Saturday.
covering from an attack of gallstones
We had only nine mail days in No- i luck,
Asst. Keeper Dalzell spent part of
vember. the smallest number in one '
• • • •
the day recently with his wife and
month since we came here ten years I
Burnt C oat Harbor
infant son at Hull's Cove.
ago last June.
We recently had a very pleasant
Mrs J B Pinkham was in Bar Har
■ • • .
i visit from Rev. Orville Ouplill, Mis
bor over the weekend recently and
sionary
pastor
on
the
Sunbeam.
Manana
A sociable given by the Rebekah went to Bangor on a shopping trip
W. H. Woodward and family have
Lodge at I 0.0 F. hall. Swan's Island, She reports Bar Harbor as being very
been on a ten days' leave which was
was attended by the young folks of quiet.
spent at Prospect Harbor and Jones
Such poor weather and so few birds
thr Light.
port A frigid spell of weather ac
has
kept the "coot stews" on the
Willard Daggett lobster smack
companied the whole time.
zero
mark so far this fall. Hope for
passed station Dee 6 There are
A few days ago Donald Clark of the many other small fishing boats that better luck before the season closes.
Maine Music Co . Rockland, spent the pass the station. One three-master
Asst Keeper Dalzell lost a pair of
afternoon demonstrating a new model
<>uts,de Nol' muc'h ncws herc nice ducks over the weekend. Both
Victor radio at the keeper's house. A to write at this time.
relusrd to eat and soon died, almost
very pleasant afternoon was passed
perfect mallards. He still has twe
listening to different programs from
ducks and a drake left. One Christ
Baker Island
everywhere, including the western
lucule Faulkingham. a pupil at the mas dinner gone, It will have to be
stations and Canadian reception.
Islcsford school has bcen confined to i chicken now.
Congratulations to Keeper Tracy
A fine Thanksgiving dinner was her home by illness
on his new
enjoyed, both families having dinMrs. Frank Fauikmgnam * and L,
_ appointment and to Asst
ner together at the keeper's. A large da,Jghter MyrUe
dmner
Keeper Orey on hls return to our
turkey was on the menu and of of
., Mrs. —
__ . —
___ ,. .last
_ ____
..
ranks
Hazel
Reynolds
Friday.
coupse pumpkin pie couldn't be omit
I am sorry to see such a small sum I
ted

Every-Other-Day
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AVIATI W/mj',2 EXPLORATION

club
UTTIE AMI RKA + ANTARCTICA

//te Svttf/t

Ordered To Report!
TUEW YORK, Oct. 10 —Gosh, what South Foie such as there is around
a thrill! Here are my orders to j the North Pole — no polar bears,
Join the Second Byrd Antarctic Ex walruses—practically nothing,
pedltlon. The youngest member of
Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd,
tbe crew.
our famous leader, has spent the
I'm going to the South Pole! To past two years preparing and gathLittle America—If Little America erlng supplies for our Journey —
is still there, deep under the stiov 14,000 separate Items! He has apwhere tt was left by the Admiral plied modern efficiency to exploraand hls men in January, 1931.
j lion to an extent that permits us
Maybe I'd better tell you who I now ,0
lhat 00 otheru Polar
am and what th.s is all about. I ExPedl',on ever set out with such
am 22 years old Just graduated an arra>' of equipment. There are
ma Harvard last June My fat
I am reporting today to our big
Is Captain Arthur Abole, U. 8. N
retired. He Is now stationed al the 10,000-ton flagship, the Jacob Rup
pert, over at Tide Water Pier No.
Boston Navy Yard
3 in Bayonne, where we shall take
tn charge of the
on Immense supplies of oil, gaso
Massachu
line and fuel oil. Then off for Nor
setts Nautical
folk for the big farewell radio party
School Ship, lhe
and more equipment.
U. S. S. Nan
Admiral Byrd Is taking me with
tucket. One of my
bttn for a very Interesting reason.
g randfat hers
He Is one ot the greatest aviation
George Santord.
enthusiasts In the world and he be
has been tn tbe
lieves that the rapid development
oil business for
of American aviation depends large
more than 6 0
ly upon the youth of tbe country.
years.
Admiral Byrd
Therefore he is taking me along
It would seem, therefore, that I as a representative of the millions
come by two things uaturally—love of young people of the United
of sea adventure and my Interest In States. In order to deal more dl-

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE]

WHITE HEAD
Mr. and Mrs A. J. Beal of the Light
and Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Faulking
ham attended the movies at Rock
land Monday.
Mrs. Clifford Elwell and children
of Rockland have moved here for thc
winter, occupying one of the L. R
Dunn bungalows.
Donald Ingallson of Rockland has
been the guest of Mrs. J. K. Lowe at
Spruce Lodge during the school vaca-

1

4

1

15

,1 ,0

tion.
Thc White Head Coast Guard |
were called out to look for Charles
Watts and son Friday morning The I
men went hunting after mink'
Thanksgiving and did not return. J
i They were found safe at Grafton
! Island—but with a disabled engine.;
j They were towed back to Tenant’s'
; Harbor
i Keeper and Mrs. Beal, and Miss I
J Eleanor Beal and Mr. and Mrs. L
O. Goff and son were guests for a
1 day of Capt. and Mrs. Frank Hilt at
I Portland Head Light during tlieif
1 trip to Westbrook
Vincent Alley of thc Light spent
j Thanksgiving week at Jonesport.
L. B. Btal, C. G. returned from 10
j days' furlough at his home in Millbridge. He spent two days as guest
of Capt. A. H. Calder. Great Wass
Island Coast Guard Station.
A flock of seven robins have been
seen for several days In the field at
Norton's Island
Mr and Mrs. A. J. Beal and Miss
Eleanor Beal of the Light, motored
to Westbrook Thanksgiving Day for
thc remainder of the week. They
were guests of Mr and Mrs. L. O
Goff. They were visitors on board
the "Seth Parker" and were very
cordially welcomed by Phillips Lord
, himself when it became known they
i were natives of Jonesport. They
j visited Leland Mann, former keeper
! of Two Bush Light, now undergoing
j a long siege of treatment at the Ma
rine Hospital at Deering. They also
| visited forhter Keeper Hutchins of
Boon Island Light at his home in
Portland and found him in very good
health.
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HORIZONTAL
1-Musical drama

i

b4

VERTICAL (Cont.)
14—Fancy
15—Rescued
5-An item in one's
16-Affirm
property
19-Make a mistake
10- Backbone
25- ln a tilted manner
11- Removes the skin
26- lnflamed places on
inside
13-Salary
the skin
54- Support
15-Seals
28- Dlstinct
155-Moit profound
17- A vegetable
29- Fence formed by
52-A football kicker
18- To give pleasure
bushes
20- Deep hole
(pl.)
31-Record (abbr.)
61- Not fresh
21- To steep, as flax
33—The whole
62- Midday (pl.)
22- To wait upon
36- Receded, as thc tide
E3-To be upright
23- Epoch
37- Young eagles
'■1-Coincide
24- Open spaces
38- City in N. Italy
27- Metric land measure
VERTICAL
39- Cleanse
28- Large box for
-10-Kind of triangle
1- Narcotics
packing
41-Boasts
2- A disease of fowls
30-Tempest
3- A paint of compass 43-Angers
32-Valleyi
45-Girl’s name
(abbr.)
34- Anger
47-Employers
4- Lea6es
35- Guidsd
49- Ascended
6—Vex
37-Choose
50- Pressed out water
7- Dip
39-Forms into s’ag
56- Strike gently
C-Eagle
42-Children
57- Highest note in
9-lndisn houses
(contemptueus'y)
Guido's scale
'□-Guide
44-Uncooked
59- And not
12- Agitates
46-To happen again
60- Part of the foot
13- An atomizer
48-Immen$e
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
49—To reclaim
51- Man's name
52- Additlon to one side
of a house
53- Pertaining to the

of lighthouse news in the paper. 1 j
Mrs. Vinal Foss has had a sore 1
H llo lighthouse brothers and coast
suppose all aie busy tearing down
finger, caused by a carbuncle. It is
buildings and getting ready for win guard folks Wnere are you? You
much better at this writing.
are not writing any news.
ter weather.
Mr Simmons, the fish warden, is
Elmer Robinson has been on thc
Miss Myrtle Faulkingham spent a
at Monhegan for the lobster season. wry
a, Rowland wjth j sick list with a bad cold this week,
which etarts soon as the weather
fiends Mrs. Fairfield Moore and j Capt. Thomas McPhee was at the
automotlve lubrication problems I rec
wUh
g av-latoni of
permits to set off pots.
family
light for a few days before leaving for
am going as fuel engineer of the Ex {he fu(ure bp hM Mked me ,0 he|p
All the children at the station havc
Mrs. Leightpn of New York spent Bcton and Littleton. Capt. McPhee
pedltlon and. believe me. It s go,ng
(he -Llttle Amerlca Avla.
had bad colds but are much better
to be a big Job W e are carrying Uon aQd Exp|oratton Club - Thl,
three weeks at this station and she left Nov 28 foi Boston, and also tbe
now. They have lost several days'
every type of automotive engine— we are now doing and 1 Invite
liked on here very much. Everyone dog-Oyter Wilson, for tlie winter
school.
ln monoplane, biplane, adlo-gyrO, everybody In the country who Is
was sorry to see her leave and hopes months.
snow-mobile, tractor, oil-driven of high school age or over, and wbo
A baby bunny Is the new pet at the
to see her back again.
‘
We arc all glad to hear that Dr
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
steamship, outboard motor boat, is Interested In aviation, explora
station.
Keeper Faulkingham spent a birth- i William Hahn is gaining.
auxiliary
sailing
vessel
and
a
motor
SOMERVILLE
We all extend our sympathy to
tion or adventure, to Join It. There
day with his family all home but one 1 The Steamer Marshal! B Hall
boat cruiser. There are engines of are no dues, no membership fees,
c
O|P|
Fred Osgood and hope for a speedy
DI*
son Riley, whose duty called him : went East Dec. 2 and thc spray was
every type on this amazing Expedi no obligations whatever.
L
Donald Pomroy has moved his fam
recovery to health.
tion. air-cooled, water-cooled, en
away at the time. He received many 1 going all over her Steamer Maland
Admiral Byrd and I held an elec
• • • •
R EL [Si
ily to Washington where he has em
gines for self-contained electrical tion and I was elected president of
useful gifts and one he would just as I went oy the station going west at 5
SWAN'S ISLAND
N
sie;
o
ployment.
Doubling Point Range
generator units, even a Diesel en the Club. We shall establish execu
scon not havc received. That on? i o'clcck and it was very rough.
______
|N|
Harry
French
took
William
Mc

glne.
Alfred Sprague was given a surprise
Not much news of interest to write | Wls a coid.
| We thank Editor Fuller for our
tive headquarters for the club at
P A s r
TO K EL N s
Daniel
to
Waterville
Tuesday
to
con

Our
leader,
Rear-Admiral
Byrd,
Little America In the bleak and Icy
party on Tuesday evening his 38th
about from this station as usual, how....
I Courier-Gazette. We would miss thc
1r 9H O "p
O N
tells me we shall do ten times as Antarctic. For the duration of the
birthday. He has been a semi-invalid sult a physician.
ever 111 do the best I can.
,
petit Manan
J paper very much.
fro
Is
jr
D
u
N
much flying as any polar expedi Expedition, however, we shall have
H S. Emery and Kenneth French
for several years and appreciates
Mr. and Mrs Ficd D. Pinkham and ,
nai
some time since wc ; Keeper and Millard Robinson went
|sl
tion ever did before. And he prom headquarters In the United States,
company. TTie guests were Mr. and were Tuesday evening visitors at F.
sons Roger and Gordon spent the I wrote
the lighthouse column as ashore Wednesday of last week after
D
ELlP
ises to make me an expert aviator where I Invite you to write me im
Mrs. Ernest Sprague. Mr and Mrs A. Turner's.
FlR Nls]
Thanksgiving holiday at the station
keeper has bcen on leave, but mail and supplies, and to get Mrs.
during our stay at the bottom of mediately.
Mr. and Mrs. F L. Turner and
James Sprague. Alonzo Sprague, My
the world. What a thrill! 1 have
A 1 d|
To everyone who sends me a
A fine dinner was served consisting j^ere wc are agaln
loots funny Rcbinson for Thanksgiving.
daughter Patricia of Augusta were
been
less
than
30
minutes
tn
the
ron
and
Warren
Sprague.
Annie
Lunt.
stamped,
self-addressed
envelope,
R.fcl s[t [a|5 K~|
of roast turkey with all the fixings. around here now as all three fuel
air and now 1 am going up against at the Little America Aviation and
Laura Sprague. Alfred Sprague. Sunday visitors at their home here
fruit salad, candy and mixed nuts. sjjeds ar.d the old barn are torn
Thanksgiving At Indian River
the most dangerous and most diffi Exploration Club, at the Hotel Lex
Margaret Trask. Bernice Smith and Miss Marie Turner returned with
pies and pudding. To tell the truth 1 down. It makes a better view but wc
cult conditions that ever confronted ington. 48th Street and Lexington
Thanksgiving Day was celebrated at
Eugene Norwood. Ice cream and them to resume her work at the
hnven't got straightened out again
Our sheds as they were very
a rookie flyer. For the past two Avenue. New York City, our Ameri
Indian River with a union service of
cake
was served by Mrs. Alfred Northeastern Press
Duift suffer needlessly. Stop the
to normal conditions yet, but think 11 handy.
months I have been studying the can Headquarters, I will send a
Miss Ruby McDonald, who has been
the two churches of Indian River, the
itching and induce healing—begin
Sprague.
rudiments
of
fuel
and
oil
engineer

membership
card
In
the
club.
Later
am gaining slowly all the time
Keeper and Mrs. Fagonde returned
three churches of Jonesport and the
now to use
M
ing at one of the big oil plants ln 1 will send to each member a prac
Friends of Capt. Emery Joyce are visiting her sisters, Mrs. F. E. Moore
Keeper Nye is busy these days cut- \;cv 19 froni leave. Keeper was very
Maine Sea Coast Mission. The people
of Hallowell and Mrs. F. Grant of
Bayonne, N. J
tical working map of the Polar re
sorry
to
hear
of
his
serious
illness
ting bustles and mowing down weeds ill for a few days while on leave and I of Indian River ,.„e nearly
prfi6_
Skowhegan nas returned home.
For many long months, once we gions we expect to visit so that you
He is in a hospital in Portland
and cleaning up in general on his is not feeling well yet. Tne Oreai cr?.. and ma-.y catn<, frotn Jonefport.
leave our base in New Zealand, we will be able to trace every step of
——- -.........
——
The
churches
arc
making
plans
for
'
mile stretch of road leading to the Wass Lsland Coast guard boat brought The churches joining in this service
t,han't see a tree, a blade of grass, our adventures by following these
a
Christmas
concert.
main highway. I need some help. them back and took Mr and Mrs were the Advent Christian and Latter
or any Aiving thing except a few weekly letters I shall be addressing
Mrs. Annie Kelley feels that she
FLORIDA
Charlie.
Roscoe Fletcher to Pigeon Hill, as he Day Saints Churches of Indian River,
penguins, seals, gulls, killer whales to the club. Send ln your member
was
well cared for on Thanksgiving
ship
application.
We
are
going
to
Collier Berwindvaie passed out by was called to Lubec on account ot his
and our own men and dogs, not for
MIAMI
’S
the Reformed Baptist. Congregation
getting Snow Shoes, our six-toed have a lot of fun together for the day. Mrs. Andrew Watson carried
Dec. 3 after discharging 7000 tons grandmother Mrs Mary Ramsdell be
Ideal
Resort
Hotel
al and Latter Day Saints Churches of
kitten. There is no wild life at the next two years.
her a fine Thanksgiving dinner, con
coal at the Kennebec Wharf and Coal ing very ill. He returned Nov. 28
Convenient to ail potnts ot interest—Modern in every way.
Jonesport and the Sea Coast Mis
sisting of chicken, dressing, carrots,
Co. Oil tanker Georgenne passed in and James Freeman and family went
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
sion. which is undenomina'ional.
Hilts. Mrs. S O. Rcbin on ar.d Mr. Hospital the following callers: Keep- turnip, string beans, potatoes, pickles,
surround the hotel
Manv rooms with private baiconiea
Dec. 2 and out again later. Steamer to Jonesboro on a short leave.
Rev. Arthur Sargent of the Mission Kinney werc celebrating another an-; cr and Mrs. A. J. Beal and daughter mince and pumpkin pie. pudding,
Eulalia passed in 8 p m. Dec. 2 with
As Muriel's school closes at Beals ocnduct"d tlie service Rev. Newman
nlversary. Two large birthday cakes Eleanor of White Head and daughter cookies, apples and candy. She also
fertilizer to be shipped by rail to Bow we are expecting her here to spend
Wilson of thc Latter Day Saints were very attractive Mrs. Rohir.son Mrs. L. O Goff of Westbrook; Keeper received a r.ice box from Mrs Josie
doinham. Steamer Siren from Rot the vacation with us.
Church led the singing and spoke on received cards from Belleville, N. J.. F. O Hilt and Mrs. Hilt. The keepers Ccnary and Mrs. Lilia Moulden. Mrs
terdam with 2500 tons fertilizer was
Keeper Fagonde visited Keeper and "Gratitude for the Blessings of Home."
Redstone, N. H.. St George, and Port- and their families went from there to Kelley is a shut-in and appreciates
du? to arrive at noon Dec. 4.
Mrs. Muise of Moose Peak Light while Rev. W. R Ramsey of the Advent
land.
' call on retired keeper H. I. Hutchins her friends and neighbors at all
Wishing all Lighthouse and Coast on leave
Since that time Mrs. Christian Church spoke on "God's
Mr
and
Mrs.
R
T.
Sterling
ana
and family. One of the old Matinicus times.
Guard brothers the best of wishes. Muise has gone to the Eastern Maine
Presence in Nature, in Earth and Sky son Rcbert visited Mr and Mrs. Dow .
Booklet
crowds together again excepting
Corner Second Street
I will sign off for this time.
General Hospital ln Bangor for an and Sea;'' and Rev. Elbert S. Emery
on
ai their home on Stevens avenue. Keeper N. B. Fickett and Mrs. Fickett,
« • • •
and First Aves^c
operation. We hope that she will get of the Jonesport Congregational Portland Sunday af .ernoon
Application
now on Pond Island, and Helen StevMODERATE KATES
Matinicus Rock
help.
Church spoke of the "Blessings ol
‘o „
T ens. Mary Alley and Willard Hilt. It
• • • •
Mrs S. O Robinson. Mrs. R. T.
Back after three weeks' shore leave.
Christian Brotherhood of All Races
.77.,
had been 13 ycars since this crowd
Sterling. Mrs F O Hilt. Willard Hilt
The Cuckolds
Mr. and Mrs Powers went to Boston
and Nations." Eider William E. Rog-!
I had met and we wonder which could
and Worcester on business and visit
John Snowman who has been ill is ers of the Jonesport Latter Day Saints and F. O Hilt were in Portland Sat
talk fastest.
urday to see thc schooner Seth P,r-;
ing relatives. Returned to Rockland much better.
.
Church offered the closing prayer.
I Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Hilt, son Wil
ker which had just do?ked. From
and made a trip to Portland, Mrs.
Ralph Gray left for his home at
Rev Harry S Wilson of the Jones
lard and Robert Sterling. Jr., visited
Maude Hallowell and Miss Ethel Pay- Newagen Nov. 24 after acting as sub port Retormed Baptist Church was there they went to State Street Hos
the good ship Seth Parker Sunday
son of Rockland making this trip stitute for Harold Seavey who has absent because he had gone to pilot a pital where the Hilts called on Capt ,
afternoon. The boat was crowded and
with them. Mr Powers visited re been on a hunting trip at Columbia fishing vessel to Grand Manan. and ; A. L. Perry. Mr. Perry is doing fine.
it was impossible to sec the quarters
tired Keeper Mann at Marine Hospi Falls. Mr. Seavey and Mr. Gray each the weather wfcs such that he could I Tucstlay of 1351 wcek wc watched I provided for Seth Parker (as we know
THINK OF ITI Only $150
brought back a deer.
tal. '
not return on time. This Christian the stcam llRhter Rocket saU P*51 himi and his crew. What could toe
a day xingle .... and $4.00
S
IN NEW YORK CITY
Thanksgiving at hand makes us
Ellsworth Gray has been confined seaman and his theme were well rep 1 with the first cargo of Christmas trees taken in gave an impression of being
double (or this unart centrally
Reasonable
Rates • Prepossessing Locations
wish for some of those wonderful to the house with a severe cold
ever
to
be
shipped
out
of
Maine
by
resented by the hymn which all
very comfy. All hands here listened
located hotel
turkeys that Mrs. Lena Kincaid ol
William Mayberry has gone to Joined in singing:
water. The Rocket came to Portland with interest to the radio broadcast
DOUILI
SINGLE SI 50
Grafton, Mass .raises for market. Portland to spend the winter.
to fill bunkers. The trees were Tuesday night. Lighthouse families
8hout, ye Islands of the sea
Direction of I. J. Carrol
Echo back, ye ocean caves.
shipped from Stonington and were patiently awaiting the 10.45 Sunday
We visited there for few days and en
We are anxiously awaiting thc re
HOTIl YORK - 7th Ave. and 36th St. — 1 minute Penn. Station
Earth shall have her Jubilee.
consigned to the Northern Christmas night broadcasts are surely going to
joyed some fine chicken dinners. turn of Mr. Morong to finish the job
MOTIt GRAND-Broadway and 31st St.—2 minutes Penn. Station
Jesus saves. Jesus saves.
but what rooms they are I
HOTIL ENDICOTT-Columbus Ave. and 81st St. —Opposite Park
Tree Association. Newark. N J, It ts
Thus turkey and chicken farm is on the engines.
Waft It on the rolling tide,
miss
thc
little
“
githerihg"
and
we
wish
HOTEL MARTHA WASHINGTON for Womon - 29 East 29th St.
• • • A
Jesus saves. Jesus saves
said there were 13.000 trees in the car Seth Parker and his crew bon voyage.
something to be proud of, as it is
Tell to sinners, far and wide
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each with
go. and Christmas is just around the
Saddleback Ledge
operated by women, Mrs. Kincaid,
Jesus saves, Jesus saves.
IN CHICAGO
IN BOSTON
The Seth Parker sailed out past Port
privatebath, shower, radio, circu
Hotel Plaza. No. Ave. A: No. Clark St. >1.50 up
Hotel Manner, No. Station. S2.50 up.
her charming daughter, and her
Back again after a 16-day leave.
Everybody eeemed to enjoy the corner. We look forward to a quiet land Head Light Wednesday night
lating ice water and many other
sister, Mrs. Clara Tobbin. The only Had a lot of bad weather but a real service, and many spoke afterwards peaceful day and if there is no sun about 11.30.
man of thc house. Mrs. Kincaid's son good time. Saw Mr and Mrs. Ellison about what a fine thing It is to have shine in the sky there will surely bc
features you'll be happy about
Bobby, just left for a three year stay Small go by while I was looking at all the churches unite as one in a sunshine in our homes and hearts.
ORFF'S CORNER
Let’s be cheerful and try to bring a
in China, on board ship UJ5.S. Au three moose, two deer and a bear a service of thanksgiving and praise.
gusta. A farewell party was given party had on the International
The old meeting bouse built 99 years little sunshine to someone not able to
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Orff and son
him on his ten-day furlough at home Bridge at Calais, and in St. Stephen ago. was almost full of people. The find something '« be thankful for.
before leaving on hls long trip. Mr. I failed to locate Mr. and Mrs. Small. offering was taken for the "China J. M. Barrie writes, "Those who bring Arthur of Nashua. N. H., spent thc
sunshine to the lives of others can holiday and weekend at Harold
Powers enjoyed his trip to Providence Well I surely filled up on deer meat Famine Relief Fund "
Achorn's.
as he met several police officers, he while home. Saw Mr Marston,
The Idea of this service originated not keep it from themselves."
51»t STREET
Percy Ludwig and Alfred Jackson
used to travel with when he was on assistant at Quoddy Head and several with "Aunt Julia" Dorr, the oldest
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Robinson re
BOSTON, MASS.
BEACON STREET,
other keepers and retired keepers.
the police force in that city.
member of the Advent Christian turned home to Redstone. N. H., Fri were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK
Sorrv to hear of the death of Mrs.
Mr. Mathie, second assistant is Church of Indian River. Her hobby day of last week.
A. E. Earle in Auburn.
ROY MOULTON
Mrs. Harold Orff, Muss Eleanor
Herman Smith of Manset, wife of the home on a short furlough. Things is helping everybody and getting thc
fjtocutrro Vic«-Pr«s. and Managing
Mr and Mrs. W C. Dow, sons Wil
storekeeper we used lo trade with are quiet here at the Ledge and the folks around her to love and help liam, Byron and Richard, called on Achorn, George Upham and Mr. and
WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE IOOKIIT
Ixicatcd on Beacon
while on Mount Desert Rock and weather bad. I have Just had a light each other.
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Sterling Sunday. Mrs. Elmer Orff were in Rockland
Hill next to the
• • • •
Duck Lsland. Also in the death of case of flu and am still doctoring it.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Beal and daugh Friday of last week.
State House
Portland Head
Capt. Parker and his only daughter Will be glad when it is all gone.
Mrs.
Millie
Kennedy
and
daughter
ter Eleanor of White Head, and Mr.
•
•
•
•
Ardcll, which took place within ten
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow of Portland and Mrs L. O. Goff and son Richard Valeda returned Sunday from Rock
Egg Rock
days of each other, Capt. Parker be
were welcome visitors Monday eve called on F. O. Hilt and family Sun land. Valeda, who has been in Knox
ing the brother of Mrs. Keene. Capt.
Hospital for treatment is much im
Here we are again and we're almost ning last week.
day.
Parker was well known to many, as ready for the "Red Flannels.” Just
Old Man Winter and the weather proved
Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial
Friday of last week Mrs. Thayer
47 M6DE/tAT£-€0S
he followed the water all his life, re hate to look at thc thermometer now Sterling was guest of her sister Mrs. man got their heads together recently Thc Thanksgiving service at the
and shopping centers
tiring two years ago. after being cap adays—14 is the lowest so far, and Charles Sterling at Peaks Island.
and what we got was not only ln and Community House was well attended. Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
tain of the boat that ran from Bat- that is about 50 degrees too low.
Willard R. Hilt, Mrs S. G. Robin about town, the air was full, roads Friends were glad to welcome back
LADY ATTENDANT
Asst. Keeper Dalzell is happy to son and Mrs. F. O. Hilt went to see got a share and we were lost to view the pastor Rev. E. R. Greene, who
Harbor to Winter Harbor nearly 40
Day Telephone 450—781-1
had
been
absent
three
weeks
on
ac

announce
a
new
"Boss
”
in,
the
family
for
a
while,
tout
our
signal
could
be
years.
the picture "Duck Soup” in Portland
Rooms without hath, $2.00 up; with bath, $3.00 up
count of illness. A Christmas tree
Second Assistant Ball and wife are —a son, bom Nov. 14.
heard.
Tuesday afternoon.
BURPEE’S
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
ROCKLAND.
ME.
and
program
is
being
planned
for
Prohibition
seems
to
have
been
Friday afternoon last week Capt. A.
expecting Mrs. Ball's father out for
Mr. and Mrs. Earl E. Kinney of St.
the holidays, but as it. looks right now hung on the yardarm or walked the Oeorge were weekend guests of the L. Perry received at the Stale Street Saturday evening. Dec. 23.

RELIEVE ECZEMA
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HOTEL

GRALYNN
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1000 ROOMS

May We Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE

COMPLETE,.

,,,FENERALS
■
3

New Lower Rates

Every-Other-Day
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PATRONIZE HOME INDUSTRY
KNOX COUNTY COMMERCIAL DIRECTORY

A

4

THOMASTON

Sharing honors with Searsport a.s Maine's most beautiful town, has an Interesting historic background
to enhance Its present charm. Stately homes set well back from wide, cool elm arched streets set Thomas
ton apart as an ideal residential town. Here ls found the famous Knox Mansion, museum of rare historical
fcems of the R-volutionnry period, turrounded within easy drh.ng distance by innumerable spots of Revolutionary
and colonial significance. Too. modern Thomaston presents an active business aspect Including within its cor
porate limits the great $I,9C9,093 mi'l of the Lawrence Portland Cement Co.

First Quality Ball Band Rw'ifccrs
with Leather Tops

AMES’

E. E. STUDLEY, HARDWARE
Sleds, Skis, Skates, Toys, Pyrex Ware,
Clocks and Watches for Christmas

A. D. DAVIS & SON
SINCE 1882 IN KNOX COUNTY

Located in Thomaston, Me.
LICENSE

Office Tel. 192—Res. 143.

Strout Insurance Agency
J. Walter Strout Alfred M. Strout
Insurance in all its branches
Probate Bonds
Notary Public
Vinal Building Phone 158
110 MAIN ST., THOM ASTON,'Mt

21 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVK i:

Lady Attendant

“WE DO OUR PART”
TkThe Greatest Cost

in Any Memorial Is American Labor

BUY NOW—FOR SPRING DELIVERY
Help Keep American Labor Employed During the
Coming Winter

Mabel H. Holbrook

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON, Inc.

Teacher of Piano

GRANITE AND MARBLE

22 CAMDEN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME
TEE. 639-W

THOMASTON, ME.
Phone 185-4

EAST UNION, ME.
Phone 13-31

SOUTH HOPE
H. A. Hart has recently bought two
large horses in Boston which were de
livered here by truck.
Mrs. Frances Thomas of South
Thomaston is housekeper for C. L.
Dunbar
W. W. Lermond and Edward
Doughty were the fortunate hunters
to shoot deer during the closing days,
making 16 within a radius of a few
miles of this place.
Hcrbci. Efarcy anti ton Ralph
Erancy cf South China and daughter
Mrs. Gertrude Ring of Warren werc
recent visitors here.
Mr and Mr?. W. L. Taylor, A. J.
Clark. Mrs. W. C. Wellman and Mrs.
A. L. Esancy attended Pomona
Grange at Washington Saturday.
Sunday forenoon two large moose
entered the highway between the
Crie farm and Raymond Jones,' trot
ted leisurely along, stopping several
times to ook about, as if they realized
they were monarchs of all they sur
veyed. and finally entering the woods
near Boggs' corner. Several persons
got a fine view of them.

ROCKLAND
Shire city of Knox County »■' '• a ri rulation
ning e»'*er of forty coasl and Inin: . . >. It Is
i 'Ct. Counties with a total uais . a of ’15.000
•e hub ol several steamboat and ah lines as well

of 9,COO ls tlie wholesale d: trlbuting point and retail shopthe or.e large trad.ng cer.ir of Knox, Lincoln. V.ado and
people. It 13 tne center of a fine system of lr iiways and
as die eastern terminal of tlie Maine Central Railroad.

WHAT ACTUALLY

STOP
THAT
LEAK

SATISFIES YOU MOST?

Before
Cold
Weather
Have Yout
Radiator I
Cored and
Cleaned
Expert Radiator Repairing

A purchase that you are sure of or onr that is questioned?
Now That You Are Using Oil
WHY NOT USE SHELL?
Il lias grown from an infant to a competitor in thr bit field. Why?
IT GIVES RESULTS IN HEAT!

GEORGE H. THOMAS FUEL CO.
PHONE 2024—CAMDEN

ROCKLAND RADIATOR WORKS
698 Main St ,
Roekland. Mr.

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS SHELL FUEL OIL IN KNOX COUNTY
TWO

SHINE

YMH
| OH BU’NtnS .

POOL

SHINE PARLORS
Op. Thorndike. Op. Hotel Roekland
Shoes Cleaned and Dyed

“THE CHOICE OF A NATION”

STEVE ALEX

Lynn Range Oil Burners Arr Outs* uniting Favorites—Winning
Through Sheer Merit. Ask (or Demonstration. We Sell Range
Burners of All Price*. Furnace Burners, Parts and Arres; ories.

TRUCKING SERVICE
AND FURNITURE MOVERS
FOSTER'S TRANSFER

A. C. McLOON & CO.

W. R. FOSTER, Prop.

TEI.. 730

503 MAIN ST.

FIRST CLASS

Tel. Thomaston

139-3 Rev.

Chg.

COLDS are SERIOUS

MORTICIANS
MAINE AND MASSACHUSETTS

Nelson C. Carr, well known con-1 fruits, nuts. etc.
Mr. Carr is
fectionerv wholesaler, lias had the ■ proud to present this great brand to
good fortune to see a steady growth the trade. Hersheys world favo- ]
of business during the past decade. ' rite chocolate bars, the biggest seller
This is due largely to his adherence of all time, is on Mr. Carr's list as j
to the best available products, are the delicious Blue Ribbon po
Everything for Gifts for Men,
Women and Children
charges consistent with good busi tato chips.
The mo t complete and Reasonably
A special product w hich is meet
ness. consideration <4 bis customers
Priced line in Knox County
in all matters and a thorough knowl ing with rapidly increasing favor on
Make Thu Christmas a Merry One
edge of and service to his business. evert hand is Mohawk Dutch Malt,
By Giving Gifts from
Born in Knox County and a life a beer prepared especially for hint
long resident here, Mr. Carr has ami hearing his name. It is bottled
A companion
■ built up a large circle of friends and in Utica, N. Y.
THOMASTON, ME.
I acquaintances who universally refer product he handles is Criterion Salt I
to him with the nickname “Tish." Codfish. It is packed in one pound
In early manhood he had charge of boxes and contains nothing except ,
the extensive candy department of the pure white codfish, packed j
thc Rockland Produce Co. and thus under the best of conditions. It is I
gained a far flung knowledge and just right to use. Soak it a short J
contact with the trade.
time and it is ready for use.
*The ever popular penny candies
In 1928 he started operations on
his own account and was accorded are stocked by this progressive
j immediate success. The business whidesaler on a large scale. Ifun !
; has steadily extended since tinder hi-- dreds of kinds are carried and the i
'careful guidance. He has an e--pe- adult tasting one of these low priced I
ially good distribution among the j pieces will find a pleasant surprise, j
islands.
Mail orders are given for the ingredients are pure and
prompt attention with return mail wholesome, a great change from thc
i serv ice in almost every instance be practice a few decades ago when
They may lead to complications.
ing possible. Telephone orders arc cheap candies were “cheap” in
Why take chances when you cam
given
the same fine service, call every sense of the word. One
get immediate relief by using
1243-RocklaniJ.
| need?
needs have no fear of the
thc penny I
Brackett’s Cold Capsules
1
he
famous
Dow
’
s
Utopia
candies
made
under
the
modern ;
Try Our SPECIAL COUGH SYRUP
Chocolates onr of the best and most methods.
W. H. BRACKETT
favorably known lines tnadr any- ! Novelties, prize packages, a east |
Reg. Ph.
where, is Boston’s pride. It carries ] varicty of special bars, nuts, fruits
THOMASTON, ME.
an exceptionally rich and heavy j etc. and at this season, many charm
coating and the centers are delicious , ing Christmas specialties are feawith a splendid assortment ofjtured.

CHRISTMAS STOCK

Established 1825

83 Main Street
Thomaston. Me.

High Quality Goods and Strict Attention To Business Have
Brought Success To Nelson C. Carr

COME IN AND SEE
OCR BRAND NEW

THE
THOMASTON NATIONAL
BANK
PENTTILAS

BUSY WHOLESALE CONFECTIONER

BLY NOT, EAT NOT
By BOOTH TARK1NGTON
Sometimes we have to go against our training or go broke. Some
times what we have always believed to be a rule of virtuous conduct
proves fatal in practice. For instance, we have grown up in the belief,
fostered by our parents and teachers and enforced by our government,
that we have no right to take or use the property of another person
without his consent, but if the property in question happens to be a
blackjack that the other person is about to bring down on my head
I shall have a better chance of surviving if 1 perceive, in time, the
unwisdom pf clinging unalterably to old convictions. That is, there
are times of emergency when clinging to an old conviction will be
ruinous. Let us consider thc present time in its relation to our old con
viction in favor of thrift.

People of pioneer stock are often spoken of as the “backbone of the
country." and probably they arc. Pioneers are thrifty or they don't sur
vive. If the wood pile is used too freely in the autumn it may not last
through thc winter, and the Midland.child learned thrift at its grand
mother's knee. Moreover, we've been taught for several generations
that it isn't wliat a man earns that counts and takes care of him in his
old age; it’s what he saves. We’ve always believed that thrift is a
virtue, that spending is risky and that squandering is suicidal. We
demand thrift from our government, vote against political candidates
proven unthrifty, and we investigate, and often relegate to private life,
officials shown to be carelessly lavish with public funds. The value of
thrift, indeed, is one of our strongest convictions. No one doubts that
it is a right and useful conviction or that it would be dangerous to
unsettle il; but herd is the United States government coming to us
now, asking us to buy, buy, buy, advising us to spend our money rather
than to save it, and generally appearing to set itself strongly in opposi
tion to that old principle of thriftiness in which we were trained. There
seems to be a contradiction somewhere.

» mV-:

W

Goodrich Tire Stations Inspect All Shoes For Faults and
Weaknesses—Avoid Under Inflation

To Save Money on KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRES—we have a few
more left and want to move them at onee—these are First Quality
High Grade Tires.

DON'T TAKE A CHANCE ON OLD TIRES

Camden-Thomaston Bus Line Filling Station

Beggs’ Home Cooking

TIRE SERVICE AND SAFETY

AN OPPORTUNITY

CAMDEN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 664-W

ROCKLAND

716 MAIN ST.,

Telephone 1 4

Established 1863

W. H. GLOVER CO.
Motorists should check their
"Manv motorists are ready to hetires regularly and carefully in the line their tires arc safe as long as
I thev hold air.
interests of family safety, according
.
, . ,
1 “However, unless a check is made,
to Sherman E. Lord of Lord s Fill-1 t)u, avfraRf Jriver
no, know hjs
ing Station, located at Maverick ,,'rcs wc|| enough to tell the top
Square, Rockland, who recently speed he can travel with safety.
was appointed a dealer for Tlw B.
“Many tire faults are not visible
at a casual glance. A tack cannot •
F. Goodrich Company.
“It is a safe and wise tiling for be detected when it first is picked up I
every motorist to check his tires unless it happens to catch the eye. I
regularly so he will he protected Many cuts or breaks can not bc seen
constantly against later difficulty," without removing the tire from its
rim. Such inspection is a part of
declares Mr. Uird.
“A thorough check ot tires means the job of every (ioodrich tire serva saving of money, time and trouble. I ice man.

.STORE AND YARD. 451 TO 455 MAIN STREET

BUM YOUR

MILE, 18 TO 24 TILLSON AVENUE

SEA FOOD

METAL WINDOW SCREENS
Admit

FEYLER’S

Air, Keep Out Storms, 35c cach

THE IDEAL GIFT
Make Christmas a complete success by giving
wife, mother or sweetheart one of our Uedur
Chr-.s—beautiful and practieal.

JOHN B. ROBINSON
CHISHOLM BLOC K.

“’Fires, despite their tremendous
"Inner tubes, too, appear satis
SELECT YOUR
improvement, may he vulnerable factory to most car drivers as long
points on every automobile, provid as tires hold up. hut improper inf la-iing as they do. the only contact be 'ion. a pinched tube, leaking valve, I
at
tween the vehicle and the highway. or other apparently minor or unfore
I nlcss tires are reasonably main
een faults contribute heavily to tire i
tained, there is always the chance failure and are a hazard to occufor accident.
i pants of the car.”—adv.
442 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND

Sea Hops. Lobsters
Tei. 1191 Tillson Av
Rockiand

NELSON CARR
WHOLESALE
CONFECTIONERY
Tel. 1243

NEW RADIO

O ROCKLAND’S NEW INDUSTRY

House-Sherman, Inc.
■ woman ■

LORD’S TIRE AND BATTERY SERVICE

AUTOMOBILE AND WET STORAGE BATTERIES
Of All Types, Built Right Here in Rorkland
Any type battery rebuilt or repaired by modern methods
Guaranteed Under the CoJe

session at which time Mr. Donahue
PHILCO. MAJESTIC, UROSLEY,
will conduct a tax meeting, for both
59 CAMDEN ST. MAVERiCK SQUARE,
ROCKLAND, ME.
ETC.
TRADE IN YOUR OLD TIKES
VULCANIZING
Mrs. Ula Small of Belfast and Miss men and women. These meetings are
Large Assortment
Sylvia Dodge of Islesboro were re being held Statewide and this import
cent dinner guests of Mrs Flora Dun ant problem will bc of Interest to
ton.
fveryone.
ANDREW REKILA
Thanksgiving Day was an unusual
Boot
and Shoe Repairing
onc for thc last day of November.
MEDOMAK
CHIROPODY. MANICURING. SHAMPOOING AND PERMANENI
It being so pleasant and springlike a
WAVING
Neatly Done
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Timberlake
great many in this place made home of Portland spent Thanksgiving with
MILLINERY, LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S FURNISHING
320 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
Ovrr Hastings' Dry Goods Store
gatherings and everyone seemed Mrs. Timberlake's sister Mrs. L. W.
34 MAIN STREET, CAMDEN, MF.
happy. Mr. and Mrs F. A. Dunton Osier.
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Moreover, thc government asks us to spend at a time when we have
spent the flay with their daughter
the least to spare, at a time when the Federal government itself, as
Mr. and Mrs Maurice Chadwick of
Mbs Evelyn Genthner of Portland
l daughter. Mrs. Brown was formerly
and family, Mr. and Mrs George
well as our State, county and city governments, are taking heavily from
EAST FRIENDSHIP
NEW HARBOR
Friendship visited her parents Mr,
spent thc holiday with her parents.
Dorethy Oldham of Pemaquid Biach.|
us in taxes and in that way lessening our power to spend. Worse still,
Ness where they enjoyed a fine turkey
and
Mrs
Sherman
Prior
last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Genthr.er.
our government, through the N.R.A., asks us to spend at a moment
Carl Oifford. Harold McFarland, i Mrs Lena Ddanc of Thomaston
i dinner
Mrs. Margaret Oollison is spend
Mrs. Bennie French and son Percy
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Wallace were
of great financial uncertainty in our lives, at a moment when we don't
Gorge
Knlpe. and Elmer and Frank was a visitor at L. E Burns last week.
ing
a
week
thc
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Bliss Marriner and spent Thanksgiving with Mrs Roscoe
know whether we’re emerging from the depression or going deeper into
guests of Mr and Mrs. Ralph Morse
Tarr spent the holiday recess at | Mrs. Olive Orne visited her daughE.
A
McFarland.
children
were
Thanksgiving
guests
of
it, and when we aren't sure whether we're less afraid of the future than
Collamore.
and Mrs. Isadora Hoffses Thanksgiv
Norman Kelsey of Walpole spent Scrabblc Inn Camp, Pemaquid Point. tpr Mrs. C. L Fales over the holiday.
their parents, returning Sunday to
we were a year ago, or more so. The curious thing about the govern
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Genthner and
ing day.
Samuel Reeves and family of Long 1 Miss Beatrice Havener spent Sunment's exhortation to us to spend is that the exliortcrs know how we
their home in Portsmouth, N. H. Mrs. children were guests of Mrs. Qcnth- Thanksgiving at Willis Gilberts
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Collomorc
feel and how we’re situated; they know our old conviction in favor of
Marriner was calling on friends here , ner-s mother Mrs Edith EuKlcy In J Mrs. Annabel McFarland. Mrs. Gif Ccve were eallers Sunday at Pema- day with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
.spent Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs
thriftiness and they agree with that conviction—and«yct these same
quid Point.
I Willie Havener. Miss Havener has
Saturday afternoon.
Waldoboro Thanksgiving Day.
ford and children and Mrs. Mabel
W. E. Davis at the village.
exhorters ask us to buy, buy, buy!
Dr. Fuller of Pemaquid Falls was employment at the home of Herbert
Dupllscy
and
daughter
Marie
spent
Miss Mary McFarland who has . Mrs. A. R. Benedict and son HerMr. and Mrs. Joseph Studley and
What's the answer? Money is a means of trade. If you had a cord
in town several days last week He Brazil r in Rockland.
been ill is now improving.
bert of New Jersey were In town last Sunday afternoon with Mrs. Flossie has bem kept busy herc lately owing 1
son Richard of the village were guests 1
of wood and no food, and your neighbor had a cellar full of potatoes
Mbs Bernice Monroe of Rockland
McFarland.
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Cobb have re- , week.
and no fuel, and if neither of you were willing to trade, he’d have raw
at G. A. Palmer's Thanksgiving..
to colds and whooping cough.
' rpent last week at Stanley Stone's.
potatoes
to
eat
but
he
’
d
freeze
to
death,
and
you'd
have
heat
enough
Mr. and Mrs Alexander Hanna and
turned home from a visit in Portland
Mr. and Mrs Norman Carter have
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Delano have
Mr. and Mrs. Cabot Poland, No
Stanley Copeland of Thomaston
perhaps, but you'd starve to death. Thrift is indeed a virtue; but this
and New Hampshire.
moved from their place on Long son Billy spent Thanksgiving Day land Morton, and Orman Morion
returned from Georges Island for thc
is a time of emergency during which it’s necessary to buy goods so
was
a visitor at A. V Grafton's over
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Knight of J Island to the Benediot estate where with Mr. and Mrs W. Riley McFar spent the weekend in North Cushing
winter.
,
that somebody’ll have money enough to pay us for what we produce.
Thanksgiving
Day.
Rcckland
were
guests
of
Mr.
Knight's
th<?
y
will
spend
thc
winter,
land.
Mrs. G. H. Scofield and Miss Anna
with Mrs. Mary Sherman and daugh
If it’s hard for us to get rich by washing one another’s shirts, it’s cer
Levi Burns of Back Cove has been
Norman Kelsey. Miss Helen Gilbert ter Edith.
parents Thanksgiving Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Keene of
Flanders were in Rockland Saturday
tainly impossible for us to make a living by washing our own. It seema
Mrs. Charles Luce has returned to l Hpad Tide were guests of Mr. and and Mrs. M F McFarland attended
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Chute of Dutch
Mrs Oeorge Gilbert who has been .■pending a few days at the home ot
L wiser to live by spending than to perish by saving.
thc movies in Damariscotta Friday very ill Is much improved at this hls son A. L. Burns.
her home after being in the County Mrs. Lewie Osier Thanksgiving.
Neck called on Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
R. W. Bradford, daughter Ruth and
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Shuman and Mr. night.
Hospital for a serious operation
Wotton Thursday of last week.
writing.
Mr
Watts spent Thanksgiving with
Everyone is sorry to hear that little
Friends are glad to know she is get and Mrs Clifford Shuman were in
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Wotton and
Malcolm Osier and Miss Alta!
Camden Wednesday of last week.
Helen Carey of Pemaquid Beach is ill O'Brien of Damariscotta spent Sun B. B. Jameson at the village.
daughter were guests Sunday of Mr. children. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Wotton Mr. and Mrs. William Wallace who ting along so well.
Mrs. Aletha Thompson of Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Oenthner and with pneumonia.
Everyone is sorry to learn that Mrs.
and Mrs. Herbert Miller in Thomas and daughter Mrs. A. J. Genthner, spent the day with Mrs. Wallace's
day with Mrs. Frank Osler.
Capt. Courtland Brackett and Bru
ton.
Miss Evelyn Genthner of Portland mother Mrs. Isadora Hoffses, at the Edgar Marriner has had to undergo a two children visited Mrs Gcnthner’s
Mrs. Burton Blaisdell and children ton ts spending a few days with Mrs,
* Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Jackson were and Mr. and Mrs. Scofield.
village; Mr. and Mrs. Brainard Win- surgical operation and is at the mother Mrs. William Prior Sunday at nette Poland recently went to Mon Phoebe and Elizabeth spent Thurs A. W Morton.
Miss Ruth Bradford motored to
hegan ln the Natalie B to buy lobsters day with Mr. and Mrs. Everett Kelsey
in Rcckland Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Harriman ofj ehenbach and Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Deaconess Hospital in Massachusetts Round Pond.
I Bangor Tuesday with Mr and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Carter and for Bremen parties.
Mr and Mrs. Harry Rogers enter- Brewer called at the homes of Mr. Wallace who were guests of Mrs. and best wishes are extended to her
in Walpole.
son Hartwell and Mrs. Roscoe CollaMr. and Mrs. Kenneth Colby and
tained friends from Camden Sunday and Mrs. T. H. Fernald and Mrs. Isa Herbert Oldts at Waldoboro; Mr. and for complete recovery.
The play "Deacon Dubbs," by the B. B. Jameson of the village.
Austin Orne went to Falmouth
The Farm Bureau will meet Dec. more spent Friday of last week ln daughter Coqnie spent Thanksgiving Grange, last Tuesday night at the
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Jackson were Morton and Mrs. Edna Turner Sun- Mrs. Burt Brazier and family who
Mcnday
to visit his sister Mrs.
with Mr. and Mrs. L. E Bailey.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mis. Will | day.
motored to Rockland, to their son 15 for an all-day session at the ves Augusta.
Surf Casino was much enjoyed and
Gedrge Cook who is ill. Mrs. Marion
The dance at the Red Men hall. had large attendance.
Mrs L. J. Winslow of Olendon
try, for the discussion and planning
Jackson at Orff's Comer.
Evron Flanders died at his home Ernest's home.
of work for the coming year. A spent the weekend with Mrs. L. W. Pemaquid Falls, Monday night, was
A E. Davts and Miss Emma Sim- Monday evening after only a few
Mrs. Stella Penniman and Miss Smith is stopping with Mrs. Orne
well attended.
square meal will be served at noon Grier.
mons were guests of Mr. and Mrs. hours illness. Funeral was held
Ruby Osler spent Thanksgiving aft during the absence of Mr. Orne.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Orne. Mr. and
Mrs. Elvie Nlcolson of Boston Is ernoon with Mrs. Annabelle McFar
The Whist Club met at the home of
It ls hoped that all members and
Nelson Collomore at the village Thursday from the Baptist Church.
Mrs. Frank Miller. A. J. Hussey. Mr.
those interested in the work will be Mr. and Mrs. W L. Hilton last Sat spending several weeks with her land
Thanksgiving.
i The Clifton Comedy Co. are holdand Mrs A. Q. Jameson and Marion
mother Mrs Rosanna Osier.
These who helped celebrate Mrs. ing entertainments in the local
Ingredients of Vicks present. A special morning program urday evening.
Smith
attended the funeral of the
Congratulations are extended to
Mrs. Maynard Payson and sister
Verna Scofield’s birthday Wednesday pavilion.
VapoRub in Convenient Candy Form will be conducted by Mr Donahue,
READ THE
late Austin Cook at. the village Sun
evening of last week were Mr. and
There were many family gatherings
groups are urged to Mrs. Hansen of Camden were guests Mr and Mrs. William Brown of
day
South Bristol on tlie birth of a
of Mi's. M. L. Shuman Sunday.
Mrs. Reginald Monahan and two on Thanksgiving Day among them
forenoon

SEARSMONT
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AAIIAII IknAIX Jand W0men and
VIClW COUGH DROP invit€ thelr husbands thf

DR. CLEMERET M. WALDEN
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ROCKPORT

VINALHAVEN

APPLETON

RIDGE

WASHING ION
• ... Plans are completed for the fair
ar.d supper to be held at Grange hall
D.c. 13. A program is being prepared
by Mrs. Inez Cunningham and local
talent, which consists of a play and
ether numbers. It is hoped that
.
...
...
.
, . ryone who possibly can will patze th_- affair, as the proceeds will
3 lor the running expenses of thc
church
....

UNION

Probate Notices
STATE (IF MA1NF

To .11 persons Interested In either ol
V,,ion H1«h Sch0°'
Mrs. Ethel Moody ar.d son Law
Orient Lodge. F.&A M. was inspect-Reed work was the subject dis-{ An old fashioned Married Polks
rence
have
been
spending
a
lew
days
the
estates
hereinafter
named:
A
comedy
"Short Thirty-Six Will
ed at its meeting Tuesday. John cussed at the Farm Bureau meeting dance will be held at Memorial Hali
At a Probate Court held at Rockland
presented by the seniors in the
Mitchell of Friendship. D.D.O.M.., Thursday at the home of Mrs. Leola this evening. Music by 8taffy's Or- with relatives In Augusta.
tn and for the County of Knox, on the
was the inspecting officer. Luncheon Mann. Twelve members were pres- chtstra
Mrs Hazle Perry was supper guest
21st day of November ln the year of our near future. The play starts with an
Lord one thousand nine hundred and automobile accident and meeting
was served by the stewards of the mt. Dinner was served at noon under
Curtis Webster has been atu ding of Mrs. Edna Griffin Wednesday of
thirty-three and by * adjournment from Patsy. Then the young man, while I
ledge.
Itlte direction of Mrs. Annie Spear i the state orange at Bangor this last week.
I day’ to day from the 21st day of said wearing a girl's dress, is caught by J
Charles A Creighton Went to Au- j and Mrs. Mann.
| week.
Mrs. Gertrude Moody has been
November the following matters having
pr,,semfd for the 8Ctl011 thereupo„ her aunt, and Introduced as Miss
gusta Wednesday to east hls vote ln Miso Helen Dunbar was hostess to
Mr. and Mrs. Langtry Smith re- visiting her daughter Mrs. Alice
j hereinafter Indicated lt is hereby Or- Withers. Unfortunately he is forced
the State convention for the repeal iTrytohelp Club Monday evening tuined Tnursday from Rockland, Buck in Ellsworth, for a few days.
dered
Month of December Anniversary
to keep up the deception throughout’
cf the prohibitory law. It will be re- j at her home on Sea street.
' whtre they visited his mother Mrs.
That notice thereof be given to all per
Sale, with greatest values ever offered.
The one-act play which was gives
sons interested, by causing a copy of the rest of the play. It ends with a
W hite Rose I lour 87c hag, W HO
called he was chosen for that put nose
r jj g girls' and boys' basket- Jennie Smith who ts a patient at
this order to be published three weeks
bbl ; Rest Family Flour 93c. >7.25
at the Harvest Home was presented
successively ln The Courler-OazeMe. a hilarious climax. The cast of charbbl.; Stover’s Pride Flour 98c, >7.75
in September.
ball ,eams motored to Union Monday Knox Hospital.
Wednesday evening at the South
newspaper published at Rockland ln said acters George Dansard. manufacbbl.; Pillsbury's Best or Occident
Wahington High School Notes
Thc Chataneat Club met with Mrs. evenjng and met the High School
Ccunty that they may appear at a Pro, .
,
.
•
Bread Flour. >1.17 bag.
Pure Lard
Mis. Angus Henr.igar returned Liberty Church with the same ca.-'
TheMinstrel Revue given by the bate court to be held at said Rockland, turer of Joyheel Shoes, R. Beckwith;
8e
lb., 20 lbs. $1.59; native potatoes,
Edgar Ames Tuesday evening. Mrs. |taniE there on their own floor with Wednesday from a two weeks' visit with one exception, Elaine Harris
peck, 98c bushel, 1.69 per 100 lbs.;
udents ofthe high school was a 'iV nm^e'^wk >ip°fth?<fo«n«>m'and’bi Qorden Dansard. Elmer Hart; Jo 25c
Domino Fine Granulated Sugar, 10
Harlan Bragdon of Tenant s Harbo. a resulting victory of 35 to 34 for the with her daughter Mrs. Merle Hutchtaking Alice Lovejoy's part.
Ripley Carl Powell; Matthew Huff, lbs. 49c. 25 lbs. >1.25, 100 lbs. $4 88.
: a* success Thc excellent presents - heard thereon If they eee cause
was a special guest.
More For Less All Mash $1 78; More
Union gills and 35 to 17 in favor of
. . v.
,
..... i*
li
B WHEELWRIGHT. late Oipri.r Ri,ti<»r- ti*ote,r,
c*,,—
"Bobby" Grifiin visited hls schcol:i fofthis
this show
show
with
With
its
its able
cast
cast OfATTARESTA
Philadelphia Pa. deceased Exempli- cne£ter Butler, Eston Upshaw, cur
For Les« Reg. Mash $1.98; M. F. L.
Albert T. Gould of Boston was a Rcckpoit bays. They were accom
Scratch Feed. $1.85; M. F. L. Stock
bed
ropy
of
Will
and
Probate
thereof,
Its
Payson;
Aunt
Paralee
Huff,
EleaH.
P
Farrow
returned
to
Rockland
mate
Warren
Moody
Friday
afterr ilcciid the ability of Miss Lincoln together with a Petition for Probate of
recent visitor in town.
Feed
$1.49; Farmer’s Favorite Dairy
panied by Principal Snow, and Tuesday. having been a guest at Sea- roon
Ration $1.49; 5 bag lots, $1.44; ton
i
Mr.
Heyward
as
coaches.
After
Foreign
will,
asking
that
the
copy
of
nor
Burns;
Patsy
Huff,
Frances
MacFrank Jacobs and son Frank have coaches Doris Ballard and Raymond
lots
$1.39;
(This Is the greatest value
. ...
’aid Wl» ■”»>'
allowed, filed and re-l rw-mlrt■
.
ever offered on high-class dairy feed);
ixpenscs a sum Of $40 was I corded In the Probate Court of k™» Dcnald- Myra Nurridge. Alice Brock,
changed their residence from the Perkins. Durrell of Rockland acted side the past two weeks.
The W.C.T.U. met with Mrs
Just
Right
Egg Mash with yeast. 25
and that letters Testamentary Totsy
Vantine, Ruth
Mitchell' 1
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett visited Rockland Blanche Davidson Friday afternoon realized. Tills money has been used County
house cwned by Mrs. Ward Stetson ac referee.
lb. bag 56c; $2.25 per 100 lbs; Native
be Issued to Robert Wheelwright of ,,
Johnson,
yellow
eve or kidney beans,
Philadelphia. Pa . without bend
Maizie, Vena Young; Mrs Hannlgan.
Monday.
and daughter on Knox street, to the
with nine members present and it o pay for a set of encyclopedia. The
5 Ib bags Uh . 1 . lbs ? .« . I’, lbs >1 oo
The benefit card party held at
MARY E Jackson late of st George. Lillian Kirkpatrick; Carter. Robert
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lewis
Burgess
who
■hool
feels
proud
to
get
this
debt
House
brooms
29c;
Stover’s Grammv
residence of Miss Lizzie Levensaler.
deceased Will und Petition for Probate .. . . „
' iwurn
Graham Flour. 10 lbs. 39c; Stover’s
Tcwn hall Wednesday evening proved have been guests of Mr. and Mrs was a very interesting meeting. Or
thereof, asking that the same may be Mitchell.
tiled
and
to
become
possessor
of
a
Gleason street
Pride
10
lbs.
39c.;
Granulated Meal
proved and allowed and that Letters
A hocbetkoii
u
to be thc outstanding social event of
RoWrU returnfd
t0 of the nickel strips being put ou: fine s.t of reference books.
10 lbs. 29c; Bolted Meal. 10 lbs. 39< ;
Testamentary Issue to Nellie R Mac” basketball game was played beSunday services at the Baptist
from
Kr.ox
Hospital
was
filled
fror
Rice,
10
lbs
58c;
Purity
Salt. 10 Ib
the season. About 40 tables were in Xc„th Haven
of st. George, she being the tween Union High and Union town
bag 19c; Rolled Oats, 6 lbs 25c; Slack
The boys’ basketball team is or- Kenzie
Church have been planned: 9 45 a m..
Executrix named ln said Will, with bond .
... .
.
«*“«**
the
collection.
The
following
pro

salted dry fish 8c lb : Domino Con
play. Among those present were a j Mifs 1^.^^ Carver visited
MYRA COBB, late of Vinalhaven. de- team The hi8h school wen.
• anized and ready for strenuous pracBible School; 11 a. m.. morning wor
fectioners Sugar (limited) 5c Ib. Our
number from Rockland and Camden. rirr.de- in Rockland the past weekend gram under the direction of Mi •
Whole stock is pri»«d to gi\e \ou the
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late
of
Warren,
de

evening service at 7 o'clock, the sub satisfactory.
| pioperly come before the meeting.
less. Funeral services were held at
*9
**•
ceased. November 21. 1933. Edwin K.
The Watson family went Monday
Per order.
The high school basketball teams the home Friday at 2 o'clock. Rev. N
Boggs of Gorham, was appointed Admr..
ject w’ill be "Foundation." The
JOSEPH EMERY. Cashier.
to Madison for a few days’ visit with
and qualified by filing bond on same
II
Rockland. Me.. Dec. 9. 1933
church school will meet at 9 45 a. m. went to Ellsworth for games with Mr. F Atwood, pastor of Union Church
TEL. 56-5 TENANT’S HARBOR ; *
147-S-3 date.
relatives.
Sturtevant's
warriors
Friday
night.
JOSHUA F PRATT late of St. George.
The December meeting of the Men's
officiating. There were beautiful
^^5? deceased, November 21, 1933, Edward C.
Austin Kaler, 87, for 60 years a resi lloral cflcrir.gs. silent tributes of love
Community Club will te held in the
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
; Payson of Rockland, was appointed
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
Admr., and qualified by filing bond on
Congregational vestry Tuesday at 6 dent of Thomaston, died Friday after and respect. Interment was made in
LET
ME
!
solicited.
H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-J.
same date.
_____ ____________________________ 144-tf
p. m. The speaker will be F. L. S. an illness of long duration. Funeral Cummings Cemetery. The bearers:
Handle Your
CLARA M DYER late of North Haven,
deceased, November 21, 1933, W. Paton,
PATIENTS given the beat of care In
Morse, and his subject Porto Rico Tuesday at 2 p. m.. from 26 Eeech- George Gray, Thomas Baum, Elmer
Dyer of North Haven, was appointed
private home with private nurse. NORA
Admr..
and
qualified
by
filing
bond
on
.
M
WRIOHT. 80 Crescent St
140-151
Mr. Morse resided there for two years. wcod-s street.
Simmers, Carl O. Swanson. Members
same date.
OFFERS
NOTICE—I have moved my office to 362
The following members of Grace of the paving cutters' union of which
Miss Mildred Stetson has received
The
Modem
Way
CHARLES W
EVERETT, late of
Main St., over Newberry's 5 As 10c store.
Washington, deceased. November 21, 1933. |
word of the death of her aunt Miss Chapter. O.E.S., attended the inspec Mr. Raymond was a member.
Come up. Telephone 415-W. Work by
Ralph W Farris of Augusta, was ap
appointment. DR
J. JI
DAMON.
Grace A. Stetson, formerly of War tion cf Seaside Chapter at Camden
Dodge and Plymouth Cars i dentist.
pointed Admr., and qualified by filing
___________________________ 144-tf
bond
on
same
date.
Thursday
evening:
Mr.
ar.d
Mrs.
HE IS RECOVERING
ren. which occurred Friday in Port
USED CARS OF ALL KINDS
| AUTOMOBILE repairing
Open eve
SARAH F GETCHE1 ' late of Rock
nings and Sunday. Slmonlzlng done
land after many years of invalidism. Ralph Carroll, Mrs. Emma Kahoch.
land. deceased. Novem’.e' 21. 1933. Er
reasonably
G. L. BLACK. 3 Rocltland
A
Home
Company
and
Local
Investment
nestine Getchell of R Klnnd was ap- i
Swcn Clemetson, who was discourSt. Tel. 233-J____________________ 144-tf
Funeral services will te held Monday Mrs. Lucy Young, Mrs. Lena Delapointed Exx . and qualll d by filing bond I
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
November 23, 1933.
at 1 o'clock from the Warren Baptist | no. Mr. and Mrs. William Gilchrist. a?rd and sought to end his troubles a
TEL. 8007
order. Keys made to flt locks when
JOHN F MARTELOC
late of Rock
Church.
Mrs. W. T. Spear. Mrs. Walter An- Iweeks ago. by cutting his throat,
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
I original keys are lost. House. Office or
land. deceased. November 21. 1933. Liz
TENANT’S HARBOR, ME.
Car. Code books provide keys for all
An entertainment will te given by I drews. Hollio Harrington. Mrs. Rodney1 has returned to his home at Long
zie Martelock of Rockland, was appoint
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
locks without bother. Stlssors and
ed Executrix, and qualified by filing
Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea
the Art Club at th? high school next Brazier. Miss Helen Studley. Mrs. Hoi- j Cove, and sympathizing neighbors
bond November 28. 1933.
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO..
EBER MONTGOMERY PERRY, late of
Tuesday evening.
Several short lis Young. Mrs. Blanche Vose. Mrs.! and friends are pleased to find him
408 Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 7ft.
February, May, August and November 1st. Callable
Rockland, deceased. November 21. 1933,
__________________________________ 144-tf
sketches, “The Christmas Card." "The Marion Grafton, Mrs. Russell Davis, I rapidly recovering.
Homer E. Robinson of Rockland, was
1 ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
as a whole or in part at $ 1 05 a share.
appointed Admr. c.t.a. and qualified by
Mi:s
Irene
Young.
Country Cousin" and "The Order ol
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
filing bond November 28, 1933.
This stock, issued under the approval of the
Attest •
144-tf
Mr-. Dom'd George has returned i Earl Yonkers, Corvaillis, Mont.,
Independent Women" are to be on
CHARLES
L.
VEAZIE,
Register.
And other rectal diseases
the program; also music and dances, j from a visit in Portland.
j rancher, has adopted modern warfare
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
144-8-150
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
with a social following.
Capt. and Mrs. Alton Chadwick and ln<-‘thods in his fight to rid his farm
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
Treated Without Pain
STEAMBOAT CO.
The death of Bernes O. Norton re-; Mr E ta Benner attended the funeral of gophers. Yonkers reported cornyielding a little more than 6% per annum.
Steamer leaves Swans Island at 5.30
or
Loss
of
Time
calls him as one of the best wardens of Edgar Shibles at Rockport Friday. Plcte success in exterminating the
a. m.. Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25.
•
. N \.
. \ . TV ' ■
1
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
Vinalhaven 8.15; due to arrive ai. Rock
the State Pi; on ever had. He
Mis. Stella Ston? is visiting rela- pests by inserting a rubber tube into
Osteopathic
Physician
the* office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rock
land about 930. Returning — leaves
gopher holes and attaching the tube
served from 1964 to 1911.
' tive« in Boston.
38 SUMMER ST.,
ROCKLAND
Rockland at 1.30 p. m.. Vinalhaven 2 45,
land, Maine.
TEL. 1076
The Friendly Cluh had a large meetCapt. and Mrs. Alton Chadwick to the exhaust pipe of his automobile
North Haven 3.30. Stonington 4 40: due
TEL. 136
to arrive at Swan's Island about 6 p. m.
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
39 UNION ST.
ROCKLAND
ing Wednesday evening at thc home j called on Mrs. Maggie Decker in Cam- Carbon monoxide gas kills the ani
127
’
123tf
B H. STINSON
127Stf
1C9-8-U
mals.
of Miss Helen Studley. A large I den Thursday.
117-tf
General Agent.
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WARREN

UNUSUAL FACTS REVEALED

by “Movie Spotlight”
The members of this publicity com
mittee appointed at thc Woman's
Club Tuesday evening wish to call the
RIGHTS! Out of the darkness on
attention of every citizen in Warren ,
the living room wall springs a
to the Federal offer tendered any
boxer. He crouches, feints, hls
town thit wishes tc build a new school I
gloved hand flashes ln a neat upper
In addition to personal notes regard
building within a year: Mrs. Orace
cut—another—theh he ducks away.
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
Mrs. J. 3. Jenkins, Mrs. Hattie
Weaving and blocking be comes ln
ment especially desires Information ol
Wyllie. Mrs. Carrie Smith. Mrs. Inez
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Davies, Miss Phronie Johnson and
again—the left!—the right’.—again
HE KNOWS HlS CROCODlLES’
Mathews, Mrs. Abbie J. Newbert, and
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook won honors
he dances off out of danger.
IN "FURY OF THE JUNGLE"
gladly received.
Mrs
Ar.na
Starrett.
The
offer
in
a
Across the window curtain
TEl-BPHONE ................................. HO «r 191 in bridge when the E.P.A. Club met
A MAN SWIMS ACROSS A.
nutshell
is
this:
The
Federal
Gov

Wednesday at the home of Mrs Mary
marches Puss in Boots. His eyes
CROCODILE INFESTED
ernment wil! give outright 30 per cent
RIVER. THEV ARE REP
Mr. and Mrs. W O. Puller were Keizer for dinner and cards.
roll, his arms move, his tail wags
TILES he has raised
of the cost of such a building to any
passengers by train yesterday for
’FROM INFANCY
town
undertaking
the
project.
The
Mrs.
A.
J.
Crockett
who
has
been
Boston where they will join their son
other
70
per
cent
would
be
a
loan
Donald H. Puller and proceed by au at McNamara's. Masonic street, ior
from the Federal government, pay
tomobile to Miami for a winter's visit. several weeks, is ill at the Britt Home,
ment of which would cover a period of
Limerock street.
30 years at 4 per cent, payment not
Mrs. A. B. Norton, 34 Mechanic
The Shakespeare Society meets
to start until four years hence. To
street, will entertain the Sleeper
Monday evening at thc home of Mrs.
take advantage of this offer plans for
Bible Class Monday afternoon.
Ella Buffum. Act. V of ''Othello”
such a building must be approved by
Mr. and Mrs J. A. Jameson are in will b? read, with Mrs. Helena Fales
John McDonough, NRA agent tn Au
Borton for the weekend.
as leader. A papet will be presented
gusta before Jan. 1. The only stipula
by Mrs. Angelica Glover.
tion on the part of the government
Mrs. William T. Gilmore and Her
would be, that work start immediate
man Oendreau of Lowell, Mass., were
Mrs. Jerome Burrows was hostess
new thrills for youngsters this win ly on approval of the plans.
guests of Mrs. Gilmore's sister. Mrs. to the Hill and Dale Club Thursday, j
ter. It is a clever adaptation of the
Ivy Chapter. O.E.S.. will have a sup- 1
C. E. Levensaler and nieces Mrs Eva
flashlight to entertainment use. A
per. entertainment and Christmas I
pops
out
oi
the
gloom
and
climbs,
Chummy Club played bridge Tues
Atheam and Miss Hilda Levensaler
gesticulating, up the side of the liv leading flashlight and battery
tree at their next stated meeting.
day evening at the home of Mrs.
at the Southend.
ing room door. "Maud,'* the laugh maker has evolved out of cardboard
Dec. 15. Members of the supper com
Flora Femald. Honors were won by 1 ing donkey, comes tn hee-hawing a complete movie camera, a cast of
mittee: Mrs. Eleanor Barrett, Mrs. (
Mr and Mrs. Harry Levensaler en Mrs. Gonia and Mrs. E W. Freeman.
and btting. A ship sails by. rolling actors and the means for making
Abbie
J. Newbert, Mrs. Emma Wyllie,
their
act
By
following
directions
tertained two tables of bridge Thurs
in comic action as be mounts to
Mrs Evelyn Robin o.i. Mrs. Anna
The December committee will put
PEGGY SHANNON
the top of the book case. "Punch," which come with the flashlight,
day evening at their home on West
Starrett and Miss Martha Studley;
in a heavy sea. A young rider races these stars of the shadow screen
female LEAD IN "FURY
Meadow road. Prizes were awarded cn a circle supper at the Universaentertainment committee. Mrs. Carrie
OFTHE JUNGLE" CRASHED
hls horse right up the staircase. can be multiplied Indefinitely.
to Miss Susan Spear. Elmer Teel, and j list vestry Wednesday.
J. Fred
The movie equipment comes free
The
whole
bouse
Is
magically
peo

THE MOVIES SEVERAL YEARS
Butler, Mrs. iMary Berry; Christmas
Knight as chairman will be assisted
Mrs. Dorothy Baxter.
pled with weird and funny charac with the flashlight, the rays of
AGO BY BEING WHERE SHE
tree. Mrs. Nettie Jameson, Mrs. Sadie
by Dr. R. L. Stratton, Lloyd Daniels,
which are so brilliant that uo
WASN'T WANTED. PEGGY
ters.
Barrows.
Arthur Getchell, who conducts
Jchn Black. F A. Tlrrell Jr.. Dr. E.
WAS HANOIN6 AROUND A
"Shadow Movies" ts ono of the screen la necessary
PupiD of the Hir.skley Corner and j
SET AND THE DIRECTOR.
dental laboratory at 406 Main street! w ptfa.siee
Charles Popplestone
Malcolm Corner primary schools and
THOUGHT SHE WAS A
this city was married in Augusta las^ william H Rhodes, Horace Lamb. L.
Eleanor Tibbetts ar.d Ruth Watfl'|
| intermediate school, numbering ICO.;
SUBSTITUTE/
Saturday to Miss Mary Tobias of that E. McRae, Arthur F Lamb. C. Alton entertained the cast of ' Climbing I
will give a Christmas program at
GORHAM NORMAL
city. Friends will hasten to extend Palmer, Charles H Berry, Everett Roses” last night after the show, at j
PUTTING THEM ON ICE
Oiover hall, Dec. 15, from 1.15 to 4.
congratulations.
Munsey, Raymond C. Perry, John H the home of Mr. and Mrs. A S. Peter- j
(By Edna Delaney)
THE CREW AND ACTORS SENT INTO THE WILDS
under
supervision
of
their
music
McLoon, S. Nilo Spear. Oscar Crock son. Music, dancing and refresh-j
OF SOUTH AMERICA TO FILM PART OF “FURY OF
Mayor-elect and Mrs. L. A. Thurs ett and O. E. Wishman. With Mr.
teacher, Mrs. Nettie Vinal. Numbers
ments furnished diversion. The cast The school closed for the Thanks
THE JUNGLE" REQUESTED COOLING SYSTEMS^
ton motored to Augusta Wednesday. Knight in charge a supper "par excel
on the program follow Two sengs by
FOR THE BEDROOMS AND RECEIVED THEM
was also entertained last Sunday giving holidays. Among the students
all three schools, a radio concert giv
lence" is promised
Mrs. Ruth night by Miss Esther Nickerson. Miss
Mrs J. C. MacDonald has as guests
who tpent these days at home were en by pupils of Hinckley Comer
Palmer, president of the Woman’s Dorothy Parker, the coach, was a spe
THE H16HEST SALARY PER FOOT OF FILM WAS EARNED THIS YEAR.
her brother, Gardner Gwinn of,
Mary Stockbridge, Anita Gatti, of school, a musical drama. "Old Woman
Society, has called a business meet cial guest on toth occasions.
BY A PROFESSIONAL KNIFE THROWER IN* FuftY OFTHE JUNGLE ’
Seattle. Wash., and sister. Mrs. A. L '
Rockland; Katherine True, Hope; in-the Shoe" by pupils of Malcolm
HE PIERCES A HAT AT A DISTANCE OF 150 FEET. HE RECEIVED
ing to follow supper.
Lunlop of Long Island. N. Y.
Helen Stone. Camden; Earle Achorn, Corner school, and the musical play
AN EXPERT'S SALARY FORTHE TWENTY FOOT SEQUENCE^
Mrs. II. O. Gurdy was hostess to the Reckport; and Mary Bickford and )"Santa
Claus.”
Three Christmas
Mrs. Sherman Rokes gave a card Charity Club at luncheon Thurselay.
Mrs. Blanche Oraves of South
Ethelyn Gibson of Damariscotta.
trees, one for each school, will be the
party Wednesday evening.
Mrs
Thomaston who has been at Knox
closing feature of the afternoon and
Jc_eph Emery. Mrs. Grace J. Lowe of
Outing Club was entertained
Hospital for five weeks is recuperat
The members of the Commuters it is hoped that Chris Kringle wn: than 50 years he always was interest
ing at the home of Mr and Mrs ! Camdf'n- 110(1 Mrs- Almon B Cooper luncheon Wednesday by Mrs. J
Club were in charge of the chapel be present. The proceeds will be ed in its affairs and in the citizens.
won honors.
1
Southard.
Charles A. Emery. Pacific street.
MONDAY
exercises last Wednesday morning. divided evenly between the three Warren is proud of the fact that he
Percy
Demmons
entertained
at
schools.
was born here and that he made very
She Knew Her Days
Junior Harmony Club meets Wed
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Clay of Bangor This program was devoted to
• • • •
dinner and cards Tuesday evening,
Thanksgiving.
much of a success In his work away.
Were Numbered!
nesday evening at Legion hall.
were visitors at Mrs. Clay’s former
A Christmas party, benefit of the
his guests being E R. Veazie, A. S.
• • • •
As she bewitched the enemy’s general staff
Mr. Wetherbee was born in Warren.
I home in this city during the week.
ladies'
circle
of
the
Congregational
The postponed circle supper of the 1 Peterson, Col. Basil Stinson. Ray E.
in gay, war-mad Vienna
Members of the editorial board of Church, was held Thursday afternoon March 5. 1858, one of four children
Congregational association will take > Eaton and Charles W. Proctor.
Albert Tribou of Myrtle street has the Green and White held a business and evening at the home of Mrs. Iva of William H. and Izannah Cobb
CONSTANCE BENNETT
place Wednesday with this committee
Entrancing in the story of a beautiful
entered Knox Hospital for treat meeting recently. It was decided McKcllar and Mrs. Flora McKellar. Wetherbee He attended the commpn
Mrs
C.
A.
Emery.
Pacific
street,
is
Russian Spy!
in charge: Mrs Cleveland L. Sleeper
that the business manager, Earle ar.d was all the name implied and schools here and the old Warren
ment.
chairman. Mrs. Fred C. Black, Mrs in receipt of a lengthy letter from
Achorn. of Rockport, is to start his more, skilfully engineered by Mrs Academy. He worked for Rice &
Luisa Francheschi (Louise Bickford),
Mrs. Carl Olsen who has been con soliciting for advertisements soon.
Edwin R. Edwards. Mrs. C. F. Joy.
Ger:rude Hahn, assis'.ed by Mrs. Hutchins as laeter a few years, in
written from Milano. Italy, shortly j
Mrs Chauncey Keene, Mrs Charles
fined to the house for several weeks
• • • •
before Thanksgiving. Miss B'ckford '
Nancy Clark, Mrs. Mary Berry, Mrs. what is known as the old shoe shop.
A. Emery. Mrs. Emery Howard, Mrs.
with an infected foot, is slowly im
About
50
members
of
the
Outdoor
TUESDAY
Iva McKellar and Mrs. Eleanor Bar When but 20 he went to Boston where
writes that she has now been in Italy 1
W. W. Spear. Mrs A. D Bird, Mrs
proving.
Club went on a hike to South Oor- rett. The rooms were attractively he was employed with the Union
two and one-hall years, and hopes to !
Charles Merritt.
LIONEL BARRYMORE
Switch and Signal Company, his
be ready for her American debut in ! Mrs. Alden G. Mhrrifield of Thom l ham recently. Among the girls were decorated with Christmas greens,
brother Frederick being employed In
--IN
Helen
Stone.
Katherine
True,
Mary
colored
lights,
and
a
handsome
Christ

Mrs. Harry H. Brown was hostess about two years more. She is en aston has gone to East Milton. Mass .
the
same
place.
This
work
took
him
Stockbridge
and
Anita
Gatti.
mas tree. Even the tables on which
to the T&E. Club Wednesday after deavoring to make a contract for a to spend several weeks with her
to several states installing signals and
• • • •
a delicious lunch of mashed potato,
South American tour the coming daughter, Mrs. Frederick Randlett.
noon.
A drama of devotion rising from the great
Mrs. Maude Andrews Lincoln, creamed chicken and peas, pickles, switches for railroads. After learn- j
year. Thanksgiving night she sang
ing the electrical business, he estab-1
heart of that unsung hero, thc family
Mr. and Mrs. frying Simpson have the title role of "Lucia di LammerRichard, small son of M». and formerly a teacher here, is the guest garnished with sweet red pepper, rolls, lished ln J885 a business of his own. I
doctor.
closed their North Haven home and 1 moor' in Lugo, this opera still re- Mrs. Charles McIntosh, celebrated cf Miss Doris Lincoln a member of cake and coffee was served to the 53
with
kr.cwn as Wetherbee & Whitney. elec-T
are in Rockland for the winter.
maining among her most popular and hls third birthday Thursday by en- i the junior class. Saturday night who sat down to supper, bore a tiny
MAY ROBSON
DOROTHY JORDAN
trical contractors, and was located at
JOHI. McCREA
FRANCES DEE
successful. On Dec. 26 she makes her t tertaining several little friends. They I Mrs. Lincoln read the play "Dinner decorated tree in the center. An ap 50 High street. Boston. In this com-1
Chapin Class meets Tuesday eve first appearance in a new opera "La enjoyed ice cream and birthday Iat Eight'' written by George Kauf- propriate entertainment with these
pany
he
remained
an
active
partner
|
ning will. Miss Ellen J. Cochran, Tal Guarany," to be presented in Ferrara. cake served from an attractive table man and Edna Ferber, and later sht numbers was given in the evening,
ADDED
NOW PLAYING
until eight years ago the doctors or
bot avenue.
Christmas Day will be spent in dress which lent a Christmas-like effect. read “The Barretts of Wirapole two readings by Miss Marguerite
I.ITA GREY CHAPLIN
“ACE OF ACES"
dered him to retire because of pcor
rehearsal. She is constantly adding The candy hunt was won by Lois Street" to members of a senior class HaskeU, “The Beau of Bath” and
in ‘SEASONED GREETINGS'
With RICHARD DIX
health. It is interesting to know that
The Thursday Auction Club had
new roles to her repertoire, now at Rollins while the consolation went in literature. Mrs Lincoln is a reader "Twas the Day Af.er Christmas”
Wetheibee
&
Whitr.ey
had
the
con

play at the home of Mrs. A. R. Hav
work on the role of Rosina in "The to Sterling Alden. The other guests of extraordinary ability and is al won much applause, and it was an
Shows; 2, C.30, 8.30; font. Satur
tract for installing and wiring the
ener.
ways very well received. We feel that appreciative audience who saw Herb
Barber cf Seville "
STFSANQD
day, 2. to 10.30
were Ann Ludwig, Dottle Sewall.
electrical generating plant for thc
the members of Normal School have ert K. Thomas and Mrs. Alzada Sim
Charles A. Emery returned yester
Mr and Mrs. Jack Dreyer of Had- Mary Watklns' Nathalle Post' Don' been very fortunate ln having a mons in a one-act play "The Night Georges River Woolen Mills, for the
day from a business trip to Boston
ald Spear and Bobbie McIntosh
Knox Hotel in Thomaston, and lor '
dcnfield, N. J., and Mrs. Horace Mann
Before Christmas,” dzpicting a young
talented speaker as their guest.
j Their mothers were special guests.
The Thorndike ln Rockland. Th.s'
ot
Taunton,
Mass
.
who
have
been
•
•
.
•
couple
afflicted
with
an
epidemic
ol
Fifteen years ago Vincent Hurley. Argcnne. Recently at a D A V meet
Rounds Mothers Class meets Wed
Richard received a nice gift from
Company also did work in Back Bay.
The Poetry Club is to establish a relatives who cam; in on them for
Walla Walla, Wash., took dispatches ing he was pres nted with a silver
nesday evening at the home of Mrs guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles I
the
best
section
of
Boston.
Carver, Cedar street, the past 10 days. each ^uest
small creative branch which is to thc holiday, the cares and troubles of
L B. Cook. Beech street and Broad
He was the father of five children, with griat coolness through a machine star medal from the government In
returned home Thursday.
meet every other Monday night. The the day forgotten when they heard two of whom died when quite small, gun fire-ridden region of the Mcusc- appri elation ot his bravery.
way.
Miss
Marian
Upham
entertained
_____
purpose of this group is to write someone going by singing that Christ a daugater. Amy Roak, who died ten
Miss Eleanor Griffith was guest of the D&P Club Wednesday evening
Despite the heavy rain Wednesday
original poems which will later be mas carol “Silent Night. Holy Night." years ago. and thc two children liv
at.
Rockport's
public
card
party.
afternoon 16 women were present at honor at a delightful dinner party Honors were won by Mrs. Herbert Published in book form. Helen Stone The Christmas tree followed, with
ing, John of Waverly, Mass., and a J
Rev. H. I. Holt as Santa and much
the meeting of the Mission Circle of Thursday night at the Copper Kettle Kalloch. Mrs Raymond Cross and and Katherine True are members.
daughter Miss Helen Wetherbee ol
given
by
her
former
co-workers,
1 merriment was caused by hls witty
the First Baptist Church. The sea
Boston. Mrs. Wetherbee died about
Mrs. Walter Kimball.
rematlts
and
by
gifts
received.
Chorus
son's work, which promises to be most teachers of Junior High School. Ad
Miss Harriet Trask, a teacher in
journment
was
made
to
the
apartI
singing concluded the program, the three years ago. He also leaves a
interesting and beneficial. was
Miss Louise Walker, a long time the history department of the Traingranddaughter ln Waverly, a brother
ments
of
Miss
Ellen
J.
Cochran
where
]
leaders being Mrs. Alice Brown. Mrs.
planned.
games held forth. There was also a favorite teacher in the Rockland ing School, spent thc Thanksgiving Adelaide Norwood, Mrs. Nettie Vinal, Frederick Wetherbee In Braintree.
schools, celebrates her 89th birthday holiday at her home In Rockland
Mass., and a sister who lives in Wal
The postponed business meeting of Christmas tree, gaily decked and
Miss Hilda Aspey. Mrs. Ruby Kalloch
Miss
Johnson,
who
is
connected
with
on
Dec.
28.
It
will
give
her
much
pole.
Mass.
the Woman's Association of the Con bearing gifts for each guest Those i
sang, accompan.ed cn the violin by
the English department of the Nor
Mr.
Wetherbee had been confined
gregational Church takes place Wed present were Miss Griffith, Miss happiness to be remembered with a
Mrs. Mary Berry the Christmas song
mal School also spent her vacation
quite closely to thc house the past ,
nesday afternoon at 4 o'clock at the Cochran, Miss Elizabeth Hagar, Miss post card shower from her friends
"It Came Upon the Midnight Clear.”
year, but was able to eat Thanks
vestry.
Mary A. Brown, Miss Relief Nichols. Her address is 1275 Wesley avenue, at her home in Appleton.
Doughnuts and sweet cider were
giving dinner with his son's family.
Miss Emily MacDonald, Miss Ida Pasadena. Calif.
served at the end of this successful
Miss Mary Hastings of South
He was made very happy last fall by
Miss Alice Lymeburncr has returned Hughes. Miss Ellen Thompson, and
There were 16 tables at the card Shaftsbury. Vermont, and Miss party. Mention is made of William the visit of George Teague of War
from two weeks’ visit with Mr and Mrs. E L. Toner as a special guest.
Barrett
who
acted
as
ill
round
handy
party last evening given for the bene Jessie L. Keene of Waldoboro, mem
ren who was as close as a brother to
Mrs. Frederick Pendleton in Islesboro.
fit
of St. Bernard's Church. Hostesses bers of the Norma] School faculty man and the ladies feel Indebted to him. All who knew Mr. Wetherbee
Individual play in contract was
him for his many courteous acts; both
The Camden Chapter of the Wom conducted at the card rooms of Mrs. were Mrs. Sanford Delano and Mrs. J spent the holiday in New York.
will miss his kindly manner and his
before, during and after the party.
• • » •
an's Auxiliary of Knox Hospital will Alan L. Bird Thursday afternoon, Francis Louraine. Those winning I
keen Interest in everything, especial
Miss Edna F. Boggs will return
The Civic committee is beginning
sponsor a public card party next Mrs. Levi Turner of Thomaston win honors were Clarence Upham. Dick
ly that which concerned hls own home
home Monday from Portland where
plans
to
send
its
delegates
to
the
Re;d.
Raymond
Moulaison,
Mrs.
W.
Wednesday at Green Gables.
town. Funeral services were held
ning highest score.
'
H. Anderson. Mrs. J. F. Burgess. Mrs.! Annual Convention held each year she has been guest of her sister.
Wednesday afternoon in Medford.
At the Baptist Church tomorrow the
The Universalist Mission Circle
Thelma Snow, who is a school Olive Sylvester. Mrs. Ella Black. Al- I in New York. At this convention al!
Mass.
meets Wednesday at the home of Mrs. teacher has a somewhat limited bert Dodge. Mrs. Orrin Smith, Miss Normal Schools and State Teacher's morning theme will be "Banners Ta
ken
Away."
Sunday
school
will
meet
Earle
George H. Welch who will be assisted vocabulary as was manifested Wed Hazel Marshall. Miss Edna Mac- J Colleges are represented.
by Mrs. George Palmer, Mrs. E. R. nesday evening, when answering a Allister, Mrs. George Phillips, Miss Achorn and Katherine True are at noon and Christian Endeavor at
Here is an event that makes his
6 o'clock. The evening topic will te
Veazie, Mrs. Herbert Hall and Mrs. ring of the door bell, she was con- ! Mary A. Brown, Mrs. Donald Perry, members.
tory! For the first time, we are
"Gambling For a Coat.”
Frank Sherer. Box lunch will be fol fronted by a group of friends who had Robert McCarty, Thomas Fleming.
now able to offer I ASY Washers
Miss Grace A. Stetson, a former
—brand new and in original fac
The Dramatic Club will soon hold
lowed by relief sewing until the devo planned a surprise party for her The party next Friday night at Hotel
tory crates—at a price even lower
tional period. The theme of roll call The three words, “Oh, my land!" Rockland will be in charge of Mrs. tryouts for the play "At the Sign of resident <jf Warren, died Friday in
than is asked for the ordinary
and devotions will be "Forgiveness." seemed to be the full extent of her Streeter Webster and Mrs. John the Pewter Jug" which will be given Portland, aged 53. Fcr many years
washer.
she
had
been
a
shut-in
and
a
great
sometime
in
January.
Mary
StockA paper on "George Benneville" will speech for some time. In fact the Thompson.
Buckley's Mixture (triple
You are assured of full EASY
sufferer. Funeral services will be
bridge, is an active member.
be presented by Mrs. E. W. Pike, and party had tc ask themselves in. The
strength i, the largest sell
quality—of a washer made to
held
in
Portland
Monday
morning
and
ing
cough
and
cold
’
medicine
high standards that arc unaf
special music will include hymns— evening was spent in playing cards,
FRIENDSHIP
fected by any concessions in
in
all
of
Canada
is
now
"Joy to the Earth" by Rev. Abel with honors, going to Mrs. Snow, Mrs.
survives, and this union was extreme the body brought to this town for in
price—of the backing of a manu
made in Buffalo—it’s differ
Thomas and Hymn for Christmas Verna Thomas and Mrs. Audrey Teel !
Ao: tin II. Cook
ly happy. A son was born to them but terment, services to be hold Monday ent from all others because lt "acts
facturer whose washers are in
service in more than a million
Eve by Rev. H. C. Leonard.
This community was saddened by died at an early age. Mr. Cook held afternoon at 1 o'clock from the War like a flash"—one little sip proves It.
Mrs. Snow received a splendid array
American homes today.
You can't go wrong on Buckley's—
of gifts. Refreshments of sandwiches, the death Nov. 29 of Austin B. Cook, many offices of public trust, serving ren Baptist Church. A niete. Miss
often 1 or 2 doses ends a s’ubhorn
An amazing offer on radio tubes is
Mildred
Stetson
of
Thomaston,
is
the
Phone us your order at once—
a
lifelong
resident
of
this
town,
in
as
town
treasurer
for
mai<
years.
He
cake and tea were served. Others
cough ar.d the tough.st old hang-on
the price trend is up, not down,
now being made by House-Sherman, present were Mrs Elizabeth Gilbert, i early manhood he followed the sea. was a staunch Republican and vitally! only near relative.
coughs and colds leave for good in a
and we cannot guarantee that
Inc., 422 Main street, Rockland, Phyllis Leach. Clara Curtis, Dorothy transporting lobsters from Nova Sco Interested ln civic affairs. He was a
• •
day or two.
this bargain will be available for
Seth
B.
Wetherbee
It's a powerful yet safe and harm
which closes Dec. 16. Think of a Jones, Ruth Williams. Anita Messer. tia to the States. Later he engaged Mason and a member of the board ol
long.
regular 60 cent type .01A tube for Dorothy Baxter. Doris Jordan and in the grocery business for 26 years the Methodist Church.
Word comes from Waverly, Mass., less remedy and when you buy one
45 cent bottle you won't need to
39 cents or a regular 75 cent, type 4j Miss Susan Spear.
Funeral services were conducted by I of the death of Se th B. Wetherbee, worry over the worst bronchitis,
most successfully. He moved to
75,
which
occurred
Monday
afternoon
RAL^M
for only 49 cents. Other types at
Rockland and conducted a laundry Rev. Mr. Lewis at the church in the
cough or cold.
Get Buckley's Mixture at Corner
similar low prices. All sales cash.
New bargain basement now open at for seven, years on Limerock street, presence of many friends. The im at the home ol his son Jchn with
No free installing on these “less than Huston-Tuttle's. Cards, seals, wrap-j afterward returning to Friendship to pressive Masonic service was also per whom he had made his homc the past Drug Store. Inc , George H. Gardiner,
POWta>COMPAMY
Druggist of Warren or any modern
formed. General sympathy goes out few years. Although he had been j drugstore—money back tf not decost" prices. Call at once and get ping paper and many other articles! enter the poultry business,
away from his native town for more ’ lighted.
147-150 1 He was married to Ella Davis who to the bereaved widow.
your tubes.
146-149 low in price.

OClETY.

“AFTER TONIGHT”

“ONE MAN’S JOURNEY”

.. .while this

Right Now — To-Day
Get Rid Of That
Tough Old Cough

carload lasts!

CENT

AINE

Every-Olher Day
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The Only Gasoline that offers...

Traveling Around America

THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

Death has claimed another of is gradually intensified, until at the
Rockland's staunch musical allies climax a full voiced fortissimo Is
achieved.”
Mrs. Clara Spear. In the passing of
• • • •
these older musicians, a place is left
Lawrence Tibbett has been awarded
that somehow cannot be filled. Al the gold medal of the American
though their musical activities may Academy of Arts and Letters for
have ceased many years back, their excellence in stage diction during
high musical standard has never 1932-1933. The Metropolitan Opera
baritone is the first opera singer to
been lowered. In Mrs. Spear's case
receive this award, which previously
particularly for many years she oc
has been bestowed on Walter
cupied an important place in local Hampden. Edith Wynne Matthison.
musical circles. Her fine soprano Otis Skinner. Julia Marlowe. Oeorge :
voice was a part of the Congrega Arliss and Alexander Carlisle. At
tional choir for a long period. Her the same time the medal for diction
choice of solos and her renditions i over the radio went to James Walare still recalled. More than once Hngton of thc National Broadcasting
Photo Oraco Lino
in my seeking for material I have j Company, and the fiction medal to
A SEA-ELEVATOR
had someone say, "Clara Spear used Booth Tarkington.
bers of this lock the ship is raised by
T LOOKS like the last lap of a
to sing such and such a number at
• • • «
three “steps," 85 feet to the level of
scenic railway, but it ls really the
Gatun Lake the largest artificial body
the Congregational church. I shall
jn a review (Christian Science
track for the little electric "mules”
ot water in the world. On the paswhich
guide
giant
oc
an
liners
always remember how beautifully Monitor) of a recent Lawrence Tibsage across this lake, the trunks of
through the massive locks that are on
half-submerged trees that were once
she sang it."
, bett recital at the Hotel Statler. Bor"elevator duty" down in the Panama
a forest gleam like silver spars above
Mrs. Spear was one of the founders jOn. this appears: “To an English Canal The daylight trip through this the surface of the water and shores
of the Rubinstein Club, giving rich’y speaking audience. Mr. Tibbett paid greatest inland waterway in the world brijht with gayly colored birds drift
is included m the route of the fort
by. Soon the channel grows narrow
in service to that organization up to the compliment of singing all songs
nightly cruises between New York
and the hills of (. uleb.-a Cut appear
quite recent years. Her interest, in in English, with the exception of an and California visiting the Central above the deck. After passing
our local musicians, in our activi encore 'The Evening Star' from I Americas From comfortable deck through this Cut the ship enters the
chairs passengers can watch the
Pedro Miguel Locks and the Miraties. never ceased. She always held Tannhauser. Nor did the t.ext ap scenic wonders of the 44-mila trip un flores lock which lower her to the
skyward the banner of good music, pear to suffer in translation." Hls fold and see how the various locks level ot the Pacific. And as If sail
operate.
ing up nill and down again were not
never failed to promote its interests, program included songs of Handel
Not long after the snip leaves Colon.
sufficiently upsetting to one's ideas of
and w*>nt out. of her way many times Brahms, Mousrorgsky, and others.
Atlantic terminal of the Canal, little
propriety, one finds that Balboa, Pa
to encourage the young musician. I One of his lighter numbers was' electric engines, called "mules." run cific terminus of the Canal, is far
ning along each side oi the channel
ther East tnan Cristobal, the Atlantic
recall well when I was first a mem Browning's amusing "Spite Fence". I guide the liner through the massive terminus: and sunrises and sunsets
seem to have changed places.
gates ol Gatun Lock. In the Cham
ber of the Rubinstein Club, a young
• • • •
singer studying with Agues Pooler.
Paderewski, who had planned to
and beginning to sing here and there, make a short, tour of this country
a bit in church. To have Mrs. Spear beginning in January, has cabled his
commend my work was the mosi manager. George Engles, that he is
gratifying tribute I could have. I obliged to cancel his trip because
felt site knew and that she was al acute and persistent neuritis pre
ways sincere.
There are many vents his practicing or playing. The
— And The —
lovely things about Mrs. Spear to I pianist at present is at his home in
remember, and among these will al-1 Switzerland and will remain indef
Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau
ways be her part in our music.
initely.
• • • •
Through the kindness of Miss
articles written for the press, 113; |
Josef Hofmann returned from
Agricultural
Ellen Tolman. a former Rockland
for Farm Bureau News, 57. There
Europe Nov. 18. Having completed j H. L, Richardson, poultry specialgirl now residing in Auburn, Mass
were 46 method demonstrations held .
an extensive, and wonderfully sue-1 *st- was *n
county
week asI have a program of the Holy Cross
darns, holders, bound buttonholes,
oessful. concert tour abroad. Hof- I ststing County Agent Wentworth on
McCormack concert of Nov 26.
at which some improved practice was
matin made his first appearance of pedigreed poultry breeding work,
It is a beautifully gotten up affair
explained; 16 result demonstrations
the American season in New York • • • •
the covers, of a heavy white embos
wore conducted where comparative ;
Dec. 6. playing for the benefit of i William Anttila of Union has a
sed paper, with green lettering. On
figures were obtained showing value '
the New York Philharmonic Orches- very fine fleck of pullets this year
the first inner page is a picture of j
of the new practice; definite work
tra. The pianist will mark his birth- laying well over 50 percent. He is
Rev Francis J Dolan. 8.J.. and other
was done with 572 cooperators not j
day Jan. 10 with a recital at Carnegie planning to select two pens of birds
portraits are of the G’ee Club and of
considering the work done with 1
Hall, New York.
to use for breeding next spring.
McCormack himself.
A friendly
method and result demonstrators.
• • • •
• * • •
face smiling out of the Oiee Club
• • • •
Edward Johnson, veteran Metro J County Agent Wentworth has
group makes me look a bit closer
4H Club Notes
and I see a Rockland boy, Albert politan Opera tenor, has been select had a series of tax meetings this
Method demonstrations have been j
McCarty. The remainder of the six- ed as or.e of the 50 foremost artists week in Orff's Corner and West
planned for the boys and girls en- j
in
current
musical
activities
in
a
Rockport.
Next
week
meetings
will
page program is given over to the
formal program and the list of biography published recently under be held thus: Whitefield. Tuesday j rolled in club work in Knox1 and Linthe title "Artists irk Music of Today. " at Union hall; Wednesday. West coin counties. The following method
patrons and patronesses.
McCormack opened with "She | The new volume contains blographi- Alr.a and Sheepseott at Oarrlson demonstrations will be given oy
Never Told Her Love' bv Haydn, and cal sketches of the artists chosen and Hill Grange hall; Thursday. Booth- Ruth M. Clark county club agent.
Sentirsi il petto accendere by Vinci. a full-page, autographed reproduc bay Grange hall: Friday. Grange
Canning—Canning
fruits
and
His second group consisted of tion of an original crayon portrait hall. Edgecomb and Saturday at vegetables, canning meats and fish,
E.-kine
hall.
Aina.
The
forenoon,
Memnon by Arthur Foote. Good of each Thc authors are Helen L
jelly making.
Night, Dear 'Old l.ut.? Melodyi, arr Kaufmann and Eva B Hansl. and the rtarting at 10. will be devoted to
Fcods—Muffins,
cake
making
by A. C. Butcn and Panis Angelicas illustrator is Louis Lupas who has taxes and the afternoon to planning bircuit making, vegetable cookery,
for
the
year.
made
many
drawings
for
the
Newby Cesar Franck, with organ and
candy making, pie making, meal
• • • •
piano obligato. Miss Tolman has York Times and Herald Tribune.
planning, meal service, table setting,
Poultry
acoounts
lhave
been
re

• • • •
marked this number as especially
time saving dish washing, cleaning
Do you remember dapper and ceived frem these poultrymen. to be metals.
lovely. A group of Irish folk songs
was given, for what would a Mc youthful Edward Johnson when he used for county summary. Joe Da
Clothing—Buttonholes,
patches,
Cormack program be without them? appeared as a Maine Music Festival mon. Waldoboro: James Calderwood. dress finishes, seam finishes, pockets,
The Panaid Glove, The Bailynure artist.? He is a great favorite at the Waldoboro; Melvin Lawry and plackets, hems or other edge finishes,
Alb:on
Wotton, Friendship;
C
Ballad. Little Boats, and Kitt.y. My Metropolitan, not alone for his
collars, cutting and making club
beauty of voice and impeccable Dorald Perry. Emily Pushaw and H uniform, pattern making, use of
Love.
He gave as his first encore at th? artistry, but for hls kindly spirit, and W Brown, Hope; ’ Mrs. Charles commercial pattern, slip making,
conclusion of this group "The Rose helpful nature. It is claimed that he Hendrickson. H P Hall. West Aina; removal of spots and stains from
Norris Waltz. Damariscotta; Fred
of Tralee" and returned twice more. has helped more than one young
Babb. Wa'hington; Hairry Wolcott clothing, use and care of sewing
and
trembling
artist
over
the
MetHis final group was Far Apart by
Camden;
R P Conant. Rockland; machine and attachments, color and
Edwin Schneider (his accompanist), i ropolitan's threshold on debut night.
line in dress.
She Rested By the Broken Brook by I with encouraging words and expres- Albert Elwell. Amber Childs. Orff's
Room Improvement—Bed making,
Corner; M A Brann. Whitefield and
Coleridge-Taylor, and Bless Tins sed interest.
passe
partouting and grouping
H. V. Starrett, Warren.
House by May H. Brahe, which Miss
pictures, making dressing table from
• • • •
Tolman again marks as “particularly
Prcmier Benito Mussolini, pressing
“Maine Towns" is a bulletin by orange crates, arrangement, of
beautiful". McCormack responded his reforms in Italy, has issued a
Prof. O C. Hormel of Bcwdoin furniture, floor and wall coverings,
four times. The last time he sang decree to the effect that no vocal
which gives some very important curtaining, restoring old furniture.
"Believe Me If All Those Endearing
Miscellaneous—Good posture and
teacher will be allowed to operate facts on the tax question. Pacts of
Young Charms” and as the applause
health
exercises, pressing at home,
this bulletin will be discussed at plan
continued the Glee Club entered and who does not possess a diploma from
bag packing.
ning
meetings
by
Agent
Wentworth
sang their Alma Mater song, Mc a recognized academy. While one
Jessie M. Lawrence, home demon
A summary of 46 Maine towns will
Cormack singing with them from doubts, comments Leonard Liebling
stration
agent, will give all the bread
be taken up at the tax meetings
the wing. At the conclusion the in Musical Courier, whether the
which start this week. Everyone making demonstrations requested by
curtain was drawn aside to show measure could put. a stop to all vocal
should be interested in local tax the 4H clubs. County Agent Went
McCormack, and more and continued quackery in Italy, at least it is t
questions, and should attend the worth, will give these demonstrations
forceful step in the right direction,
applause followed.
meetings on taxes which are con for thc boys' projects.
The Glee Club numbers presented and parallels the previous regula
Corn—Rag doll tester, fertilizer
ducted in the county by the Extension
tions which Mussolini imposed upon
an appealing selection.
treatment.
Service and Farm Bureau.
Miss Tolman writes that the Echo dishonest agents and impresarios
Crops—Testing soil, better quality
t • • »
Song was delightful, one group on who preyed upon gullible young
The annual report just completed roughage, roguing potatoees, garden
the stage, with echo effect from one opera singers, especially Americans
by County Agent Wentworth showed insects (film strip).
wing. The Sleigh was "delightfully” with enough money to buy ap
Dairy—Pasture improvement, test
the following work done: Total meet
jolly, the Ibanez number was repeat pearances and favorable press notices ings held. 125. attendance, 3851. calls ing milk, judging cows, preparing for
ed. I was especially interested in in various Italian cities. There would made 770. number of persons calling show ring.
"Hospodee Pomeelooy” a Russian still remain, however, the possibility on extension agent. 163: telephone
Forestry—Planting
trees.
esti
number, having recently heard the of procuring diplomas from “acade calls, 157; individual letters written. mating timber, pruning and thinning.
Don Cossacks, also through study mies" which might make a practise 510; number circular letters, 31 and
Orchard—Pruning trees, setting
of Russia this season in the of selling such documents, and there
7401 copies mailed; publications dis trees.
Methebesec Club.
Miss Tolman fore the Duce should order also a
Poultry—Selection of breeders,
tributed 1679; persons advised on
marks this number as “unusual", and searching inquiry into the qualifica
poultry
house ventilation, feed hop
some agricultural subjects, 325;
the written explanation reads: "Rus tions of all Italian music schools and
pers. treating for lice and mites,
sian choirs produce an astounding conservatories which have vocal
candling and grading eggs.
• • • •
effect in the singing of this com departments.
' With The Homes
If this is done. American singing
position. The singers begin with
First, comes Thanksgiving and then
broad open tone FFF. pronouncing aspirants who go to Italy to finish
right on its heels comes Christmas
each syllable distinctly and in a semi- their studies could feel a sense of
and we must not be caught napping.
staccato manner.
As t.he priest security which hitherto has been
CAMDEN, ME.
Gifts we have madle ourselves will I*
raises the cross on high to give the disturbingly absent. In many cases
blessing, the choir follows his move they have gained nothing, but they
A Prescription Drug Store acceptable and in good taste in this
year of depleted pocketbooks. The
ments in a pictorial manner, singing have lost their time and their dollars.
for over 65 years
kitchen is always ready to help out
FFF when his hands are upraised. Of late years the word. “maestro"
when we run short of ideas. Heie
An Old Pharmacy
As he gradually lowers the cross, the has lost something of its original
are some very acceptable yet eco
music becomes softer and softer un dignity. Evidently Mussolini means
With Young and Modern Ideas
to
maintain
its
prestige
in
the
nomical gifts: a plum pudding, a jar
"Where
Old
Meets
Y'oung
”
til it approaches a faint whisper. As
of homemade marmalade, jam or
he raises the cross again, the sound future.

jecond startinq
instant Lubrication

I

With the Extension Agents

BOYNTON-McKAY
DRUG CO., Inc.

HERE are other fast start
ing winter gasolines . . .
But there is only one gasoline
that offers you proved ’z sec
ond starting plus instant lubri
cation . . . That gasoline is
Triple “X” TYDOL.

T

For safer winter driving it pro
vides a cold-proof lubricant
that protects your motor dur
ing the dangerous warm-up

Jelly, a fruit cake. » box of home
made candy or crystallized fruit.
Possibly you would like to try this
recipe for apricot Jam.
Five lbs. soaked dried apricots, 5
pounds granulated sugar. 1 pint
water. Cook together slowly until
the mixture thickens. Seal in hot.
Jelly tumblers, or if used for gifts.
It may be put Into refrigerator
dishes, candy dishes, cream pitcher,
or any container that, can be used
after the jam has been used.
• • • •
This year the home demonstration
agent. Miss Lawrence, held 179 Ex
tension meetings with an attendance
of 4899 women; 363 calls were made
on different homes.
• • • •
Planning meetings to be held next
week by Miss Lawrence are: Tues
day, at WhiteHieid. Mrs. Elizabeth
Dunton is chairman and Mrs. Hat
tie Hausen and Mrs. Harriet Libby
are in charge of dinner. Wednesda \
at Sheepseott, Mrs. Rcba Carney is
chairman and Mqs. Stella Doe Is
food project leader.
Thursday
Boothbay. Mrs. Lottie Butler is chair
man and Mrs. Agnes Hardwick ls
making dinner arrangements. Friday.
Edgecomb with Mrs. Inez Sherman
as chairman and Mrs. Evelyn Gray
as foods project leader.
These meetings will begin at 10
a m. The programs of work for each
community will be planned for 1934
Officers and project leaders will be
elected
• • • «
Times Have

Changed

Here Is an entry from Godey’s
Lady's Book of October 1877.
("Salads being raw require good
digestive powers, but the addition of
oil and vinegar, qualified with mus
tard. renders the moderate use of

period. Valves and pistons work
freely, dry friction spots are
eliminated.

If you want better all around
winter performance . . . try
Triple “X” TYDOL ... the
gasoline that is different ... It
costs no more than old-fash
ioned gasoline.
TIDE WATER OIL SALES CORP.

27 Main Street,

South Portland, Me.

BY STOP-WATCH TEST
Frozen for 10 days in solid icc, TYDOL started
this car in 'j second. Tests supervised by
Chief Engineer of Byrd Antarctic Expedition.
New Triple “X” TYDOL now brings you
not only this half-second starting, but also
Instant lubrication. It lubricates os it drives.

passing a few weeks with her parents
them consistent even with a weak
STONINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. E J. Eaton.
stomach.
Mrs. Virginia Stetson of Camden
Mrs. Sadie Robbins has returned
“Spinach affords a soft, lubricating
aliment, but contains little nourish- j was a recent guest of her cousin Miss from a visit to relatives in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Gleason Flye of
ment. In weak stomachs It is apt , Rebecca Cousins.
Mrs. Clara Hamblen left this week Northeast Harbor passed Thanksgiv
to produce acidity and frequently a
looseness. To obviate these effects, to pass the winter with her daughter ing with his sister Mrs. Donald Gross.
Helen W. Eaton has returned from
it ought, always to be well beaten and Mrs. Evelyn Flyc at Northeast Har
a
visit to her sister Mrs. Edwin Park
bor.
have but little butter mixed with it." i
Mrs. Leona Ftfield and grand hurst in Unity.
No wonder these ladies “enjoyed
Mtss Vila Rich of Isle au Haut was
daughter Patricia have returned from
poor health".
ln
town Sunday enroute to Belmont,
a
visit
to
Massachusetts.
Times have changed, and science ,
Elizabeth Sawyer and Mayrlce Mass., where she attends school.
has taught us the tirue value of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Colby and Mrs.
greens in the diet. This is the time Beam left this week for Lynn, Mass.,
Dorothy Fifield and children were
cf year to check up on ourselves to where they have employment.
Arthur Ogilvie has returned from Thanksgiving guests of Mr. and Mrs.
be sure we get plenty of vegetables
Rcbcrt Stoddard at the Reach.
a
season's yachting.
and especially greens and tomatoes
Mrs. Margaret Anderson Is passing
George
Eaton
and
Benjamin
Carter
often. These will help us combat
a few days with her daughter Mrs.
have
returned
from
a
trip
to
Unity
colds this winter.
Jessie- Gross.
and vicinity.
Miss Justine Harding of thc High
EAST SENNEBEC
School faculty passed thc holiday
with her parents Mr. and Mrs W. C.
Miss Ruth Whitaker of Albion visit-' Harding at Prospect.
ed with Mrs Helen Esancy Paul dur
Mrs. Muriel Parkhurst of Unity is
ing the month of November.
Mrs. Cassie Paul is making an ex- ,
tended visit with her daughter Mrs. i
Harry Mitchell ln Boston.
Mrs. Richard Frost and baby Joce-. I
lyn have returned to their home in:
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Rockland after a week's visit with
Mrs. Frost’s father, Llewellyn Pease.
Personal, Student and Monarch Size Stationery of excellent white
Raymond Paul's 95 pullets are lay
ripple or plain bond paper, printed on top center of paper and on
ing better than 50 per cent.
flap of envelopes. Copy for name and address on envelopes and
paper must be exactly the same.
Delmore Cummings lost a valuable
horse a few weeks ago.
Printed In black or blue ink. Not over three lines. Note size 6x7,
ideal for women's use; 200 single (or 100 double sheets) and 100
Rudolph Burton of the Wrought
envelopes to match $1.00. Student's size SlixS'^, ’50 sheets and 100
Iron Range Co. has been ln town re
envelopes to match, $1.00
cently, adjusting and making settle
Monarch size, a man's size for personal or business use, 150 sheets
ments for the company.
7'/ixl0hi
and 100 envelopes 3
plain white bond paper only, $1 50
Mr. Blanchard has added two mulRaised letter printing on paper only, each size 60c extra.
lion windows to his l’ving room.
Write name and address plainly, print if possible. Remit with
Mrs. Hilda Morang and baby Carrie
order, please, cither by check or money order. Postage 10c extra.
Mabel spent Thanksgiving with Mr.
and Mrs. McCaffrey of Augusta. They
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
returned with Mrs. Morang and
ROCKLAND, MAINE
visited with Mrs McCaffrey's mother.
Mrs. Blanchard.

REAM THE ADS

Distinctive Stationery

$

1

